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Abstract—We review the main challenges and survey promising
techniques for network interconnection in the Internet of the
future. To this end, we first discuss the shortcomings of the
Internet’s current model. Among them, many are consequence
of unforeseen demands on the original Internet design such
as: mobility, multihoming, multipath, and network scalability.
These challenges have attracted significant research efforts in
the latest years because of both their relevance and complexity.
In this survey, for the sake of completeness, we cover several new
protocols for network interconnection spanning both incremental
deployments (evolutionary approach) and radical proposals to redesign the Internet from scratch (clean-slate approach). We focus
on specific proposals for future internetworking such as: Loc/ID
split, flat routing, network mobility, multipath and content-based
routing, path programmability, and Internet scalability. Although
there is no consensus on the future internetworking approach,
requirements such as security, scalability, and incremental deployment are often considered.
Index Terms—Future Internet, internetworking, routing.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the early 1980’s, the Internet emerged with the adoption
of the TCP/IP protocol stack. IP was designed to support
requirements such as network interoperability, end-to-end connectivity, and global access [1]. These requirements were
achieved by keeping the network core simple and independent
of upper- and under-layer protocols. From the beginning, in
addition to IP, a routing protocol was used to interconnect
local networks. Although the role of a routing protocol was the
same as today, the early protocols computed the shortest path
between any source-destination pair, since the Internet was
composed of a few nodes from non-profit institutions. At that
time, the Internet was so small that GGP (Gateway-to-Gateway
Protocol) [2], one of the former routing protocols, used to list
the number of hops to every other network in the Internet
inside update messages. The original Internet architecture is
presented in Figure 1.
In the following years, the number of users and networks
increased above any expectation. As a result, topology updates
became more frequent and GGP evolved to a complex decentralized system. In such a scenario, there was more than one
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Fig. 1. Internet architecture in the early 1980s (Adapted from [3]).

version of GGP in use, which negatively impacted network
interoperability. These problems culminated in the division of
the Internet into multiple Autonomous Systems (ASes). An
AS is defined as a set of networks and routers administered
by a single institution and that do not depend on other ASes
to be internally connected. From then on, each AS could
select its own internal routing protocol, called intradomain
protocol, while another interdomain routing protocol was used
to interconnect the ASes. The interdomain protocol is the
common language used by all ASes to maintain global connectivity. The first one was EGP (Exterior Gateway Protocol) [4],
which had scalability issues and was later replaced by BGP
(Border Gateway Protocol) [5], which is the interdomain
routing protocol being used since then.
The emerged network interconnection design proved a great
success. An evidence of Internet success is the astonishing
growth in the number of networks. Measurements show that
the current Internet has at least 207 million /24 networks,
representing 93.3% of all routable prefixes in the Internet [6].
The Internet growth was about 566.4% from 2000 to 2012 [7].
Figure 2 shows the growth of the number of networks announced by BGP routers from beginning 2003 to beginning
2013 [8].
The recipe for success was the Internet popularization and
the number of business opportunities it revealed. At the AS
level, business opportunities have shown up with agreements
among ASes for traffic relaying. The popularization of the
Internet, on the other hand, is a consequence of the relatively
simple creation of new applications, which do not require
changes in the Internet core, and the timely way users can
obtain desired information. Internet providers are promptly
exploring this promising market, launching many access plans.
Therefore, the demand meets the supply, leading the number
of connected users to increase at the whole world. Figure 3
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Fig. 2. Growth of the number of networks as indicated by the increase on
the number of active BGP entries (Adapted from [8]).
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shows the increase on the global number of subscriptions to
networking services as well as the increase on the number
of Internet users from 2003 to 2013 [9]. The data is from
consolidated annual reports (2012 and 2013 are estimates).
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Fig. 3. Growth of the number of subscriptions to networking services and of
Internet utilization (Adapted from [9]).

Similarly to what happened in the past, the Internet is
reaching another inflection point where some kind of redesign
must be made so that it can continue to grow. The Internet
success did not arrive without consequences, such as the
starvation of IP addresses or the explosion of routing tables.
Hence, even consolidated protocols such as BGP and IP need
to be rethought. This claim is reinforced by the four updates
BGP has undergone since 1989, when it was launched, until
1995 [5], [10], and another one in 2006 [11]. Some of BGP’s
problems are related to the IP shortcomings discussed in
this work, which did not evolve at the same pace as the
Internet. Thus, besides the Internet growth, neither the initial
design of IP nor the existing routing protocols were developed
having in mind the possibility of changes on future application
requirements. Although new proposals or extensions have
flourished, e.g., IPv6 [12], mobile IP [13], multicast [14], [15],
none of them has completely addressed all the problems or
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has been fully adopted. Another alarming issue is the lack of
scalability faced by Internet routers, which is an additional
obstacle to the new requirements.
Today, there is a strong debate in the networking community
about the next step toward the Future Internet, but the answer
is not straightforward. The research community is divided
by two trends: the complete rupture with the well-known
Internet model, including the design of a replacement to
IP [16], or the maintenance of the current Internet architecture
and the addition of extensions according to the upcoming
requirements [17]. The former may lead to deep economic
impact for Internet stakeholders, which already have their
operational base. The latter, on the other hand, may only
postpone problems we are already dealing with. An important
design decision is whether new protocols must embrace all the
new emerging requirements or leave some special cases aside.
There is a rough consensus though that the new proposal must
be scalable and prone to evolution, to cope with future Internet
requirements because it would not be practical to start the same
evolutionary vs. clean-slate contend all over again from time
to time [18], [19], [20].
This paper presents the main architectural constraints for
network interconnection to handle emerging requirements such
as mobility, multihoming, multipath, and path customization.
We discuss as well routing scalability issues and survey the
recent literature to identify the main directions taken to address
Internet limitations. Independently of how radical the proposal
is, a new Internet architecture or another extension, it typically
does not focus on all emerging requirements at once. Some of
them aim at tackling them individually, but can also have an
indirect impact on others. The impact sometimes represents
a positive side-effect or a tradeoff to be taken into account.
Therefore, we present and discuss proposals pros and cons and
their resultant impacts. We propose a taxonomy to organize
such proposals based on their main characteristics and on the
problem they deal with. Seven broad approaches are identified:
locator-identifier split, flat routing, network mobility, Internet
multipath forwarding, Internet scalability, content-based routing, and programmable paths. It is worth mentioning that we
do not have the ambition to make an exhaustive search, but we
would like to encourage the research in the area by revealing
the main challenges and how they have been tackled so far.
This work is organized as follows. Section II presents the
current Internet architecture and basic definitions. Section III
discusses the main challenges faced by today’s Internet and
also presents the constraints of its architecture. Section IV
describes new directions in the area to improve network
interconnection, while Section V presents the main proposals
for the Future Internet. Section VI summarizes the main characteristics of the surveyed proposals and discusses additional
aspects not directly addressed. Finally, Section VII concludes
this work.
II. T HE I NTERNET A RCHITECTURE
The current Internet architecture is composed of different
networks interconnected via IP, running an intradomain and
an interdomain routing protocol.
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A. Intradomain level
At the intradomain level, stations and routers are administrated by the same entity. This is a key advantage since
it avoids problems concerning contrasting requirements from
different parties, interested to configure the network according
to their needs. Once the intradomain routing protocol is
chosen, it is used to provide Internet access to all of the
internal stations. A routing metric can be chosen to evaluate
the best path in a given topology. Upon choosing the most
suitable metric, choosing the best path can be seen as an
optimization problem. Typically, routing protocols solve the
shortest-path problem using algorithms such as Bellman-Ford
and Dijkstra.
The Route Information Protocol (RIP), for instance, uses
distance-vectors and a distributed version of the algorithm
of Bellman-Ford to choose the best path [21]. Each router
periodically sends its view of the network to its neighbors,
i.e., a list of the known routes and the distance (metric) to
each destination. Once a neighbor receives this distance-vector,
it checks its own table, computes shortest routes if possible,
and sends new distance-vectors to its own neighbors. The
algorithm converges when, upon reception of distance vectors,
there are no more changes in any of the routing tables. The
shortcoming of RIP is observed if, for example, distancevectors are lost. In this case, out-of-date paths install and,
consequently, routing loops can appear. Some loops may only
be solved when routers “count to infinity” the route metrics,
leading to slow convergence.
Link-state routing protocols have been proposed as an
alternative to distance-vector with the advantages of faster
and loop-free route computation. These protocols are based
on a topology map, which is replicated at all nodes. The
topological view is maintained by nodes upon periodically
flooding the state of its outgoing links to all other nodes in
the network. The global view of the network permits route
computation to be executed in a centralized fashion. Hence,
the Dijkstra’s algorithm does not result in routes with loop
formation. Because there is no need to rely on counting to
infinity to solve routing loops, more complex metrics can
be used together with modifications of Dijkstra’s algorithm.
Multiple paths and load balancing can also be used, thanks to
the complete map of the topology each router possesses. The
Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) protocol is link-state based
and is one of the most used intradomain routing protocols in
the Internet [22].
Every network receives a block of IP addresses, which
is used to allocate IP addresses to routers and stations. In
practice, the shared IP address prefix and each IP address can
identify an access network and a station, respectively.
B. Interdomain level
The Internet architecture evolved to a complex hierarchical
AS topology [23], [24], [25]. At the interdomain level, the
same simplicity of intradomain networks does not hold because ASes are administered by independent organizations.
Therefore, the interconnection problem becomes far more
challenging.
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The Internet topology can be represented by a graph with
ASes as nodes and AS connections as links. Such links are
established according to the relationship between the different
ASes and their position within the AS topology graph. ASes
can be classified using a combination of customer-to-provider
and peer-to-peer relationships, which correspond to different
business models. ASes are considered customers if they have
their traffic relayed by other ASes, which play the role of
providers. In this case, the customer AS pays the transit
provider for the service. On the other hand, backbone ASes
typically agree on relaying traffic without financial costs,
following the peer-to-peer model. The business model can also
be derived from the position of the AS within the Internet
topology. ASes at Internet edges, named ASEdge in Figure 4,
are directly connected to users and are typically customers
of other ASes1 . These ASes are called stub because they do
not relay traffic on behalf of other ASes. Stub ASes or stub
networks typically have a single default route to the external
world, internally announced by border routers.

Fig. 4. Today’s Internet architecture. The network is composed at the edges
of access networks and customer ASes, and at the DFZ it is composed of
transit ASes.

Transit ASes (AST ransit in Figure 4), which are not directly
connected to users, form the Internet core. Their main role is to
relay traffic to and from Internet edges, considering that traffic
sources and destinations are placed at the network edges.
Transit ASes may charge their neighboring ASes depending on
the established agreement and the amount of traffic injected by
the neighbor within the infrastructure of an AS. Hence, they
can also play the role of customer, if they use a neighbor AS to
relay traffic; or they can only have peer-to-peer relationships,
if they do not have their traffic relayed by neighbors. Transit
ASes usually do not use default routes, composing the Internet
Default Free Zone (DFZ), and therefore, it is assumed that
these ASes have a global view of the Internet. Organizations
that are responsible for at least one AS, customer or transit,
are called ISPs (Internet Service Providers). Figure 4 depicts
the current Internet architecture, where access networks are
connected to customer ASes.
C. Router architecture
As already mentioned, ASes are composed by networks and
routers and it is important to understand the basic functioning
1 ASes can also be classified based on the nature of their connections to
other ASes. Informally, ASes can be ranked into three levels of tiers. ASes
connected to users are ranked as Tier-3. In opposition, ASes not connected to
users can be ranked as Tier-2 or 1, depending if they play the role of customer
ASes (Tier-2) or not (Tier-1).
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of routers. They have two tables with distinct functions in
packet routing: the Forwarding Information Base (FIB) and the
Routing Information Base (RIB). The FIB stores the next hop
router and the corresponding outgoing interface to all known
destinations. Therefore, the FIB is looked up whenever a router
receives a data packet and, if there is a match, the router
forwards the packet to the corresponding outgoing interface.
Otherwise, a default route can be used. The RIB, on the other
hand, is the data base used to compute the FIB route entries.
For instance, using OSPF, the FIB is built according to the
routes found by the Dijkstra’s algorithm, after running it over
the network topology map stored in the RIB. To be efficient,
FIBs are constructed to speed up lookups whereas RIBs are
built to permit safe and quick updates. Figure 5 illustrates a
basic router scheme, highlighting the path taken by control
and data packets.
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The hierarchical structure of the Internet has led to a
geographical organization of IP addresses. The IP address is
associated with the station location in the Internet topology.
At the same time, the identifier of an Internet station is
obtained from a name mapped into an IP address by the
DNS (Domain Name System). The IP address is then used
to locate and also to identify a station. This characteristic
is called the “overloaded semantics” of IP addresses, which
is a fundamental obstacle to mobility. As a node moves, it
changes its location, and consequently, it must change its IP
address. Therefore, a station must always reconfigure its IP
address to one topologically coherent with the visited network.
Because the current Internet architecture assumes invariant
IP addresses, upon receiving a new address, all connections
established using the prior address are lost. Figure 6(a) shows
a mobile station M in its home network. Note that the packets
sent from an Internet node I can be correctly delivered to M .
In opposition, in Figure 6(b), after changing its access network,
the IP address of M must be reconfigured, requiring a new
connection with the Internet node I.

Fig. 5. Basic router scheme. The Routing Information Base (RIB) stores
control information, which is used to compute the Forwarding Information
Base (FIB). FIB contains all required information for packet forwarding.

III. C HALLENGES IN F UTURE I NTERNETWORKING
Most challenges faced by the Internet today are a consequence of the architectural design decisions and the unexpected fast growth. Requirements such as mobility, multihoming, multipath, and path customization, were not anticipated in
the original design of the Internet. Similarly, at the beginning,
even the most optimistic would never foresee the great Internet
success. In this section, we discuss in more detail the emerging
challenges of network interconnection in the Internet.

(a) Mobile station M directly receives packets
from node I in the Internet, before changing the
access network.

A. Mobility
Wireless networks and node mobility are two of the main
future Internet challenges. One classical example is the TCP
operation in wireless environments. Because it was developed
for the wired Internet, TCP performs poorly with frequent
transmission errors [26]. TCP assumes that large delays or
packet losses are a consequence of network congestion and
thus reduces transmission rates to avoid network collapse. In
wireless networks, however, the same principle does not hold
because transmission errors are nothing but negligible. Thus,
reducing the transmission rate represents a waste of network
resources. Another problem is nodes’ mobility which introduces challenges in addressing and routing. Internet addressing
is hierarchically organized to permit address aggregation and
therefore to improve routing scalability. For example, prefixes
used by access networks connected to an edge AS can be
aggregated and announced together as a unique network. As
a consequence, the number of entries in FIBs is reduced and
route lookups become faster.

(b) Address reconfiguration: (i) station M leaves its
access network and, consequently, loses all packets destined to it; (ii) upon arriving at the new access network, it
reconfigures its IP address and reestablishes its previous
connections.
Fig. 6. Station mobility.

Mobile nodes are frequently associated to wireless networking. Nevertheless, there are other types of mobility which
do not necessarily include wireless environments. In cloud
networking, virtual machines can migrate from a network
to another, changing their topological position. This operation introduces flexibility since a virtual machine can still
be operational even though it changes its physical location.
This possibility is interesting for traffic engineering, network
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maintenance, and green networking, to cite a few. Although
the problem is similar to classical node mobility in wireless
environments, virtual machine migration can also have additional challenges not addressed in wireless networking. Live
migration is an example of node mobility with no duality
in wireless networking [27], [28]. Live migration requires
preserving the current state of all processes in execution. This
incurs in saving the current memory state of all processes
in execution and copying this state to the new physical host
before migrating the virtual machine. The complete procedure
allows resuming all the processes of the migrated virtual
machine without disrupting its services. This issue opens
venue for work on operating systems, which is not the focus
of this work.
Current Internet status: Mobile IP [13] is one of the former
proposals to handle mobility in the Internet. The idea is to
maintain the association between the mobile station and its
original IP address even after the mobile node changes the
network of attachment. To this end, the original network must
always be informed about the mobile node’s current location.
Packets sent from a corresponding node to this mobile node
can use the address of the mobile node in the original network
as destination address in IP packets. As the original network
keeps track of the current mobile station address, this node can
have its packets forwarded to the visited, or foreign, network.
The address in the foreign network is tracked in the original
network by a home agent, which is a machine in charge of
receiving and forwarding all traffic destined to the mobile
station. The home agent encapsulates the packets to the mobile
station and forwards them through a tunnel established with
a machine in the foreign network, called foreign agent. The
foreign agent assigns valid IP addresses (Care-of-Addresses CoAs) to visiting mobile stations and forwards the received
packets from the tunnel to the final destination. The operation
of Mobile IP is illustrated in Figure 7. All packets sent from
the corresponding node I to the mobile station M are received
by the home agent H, which encapsulates and forwards the
packets through a tunnel to the foreign agent F , as seen
in Figure 7. The foreign agent F decapsulates the packets
and forwards them to the mobile node M . The traffic in the
reverse direction is originated by M and sent to the foreign
agent F , which encapsulates and sends the packets to the
home agent H through the tunnel. Home agent H receives,
decapsulates, and sends the packets to the Internet. Although
such procedure enables roaming of mobile stations, it results
in indirect forwarding, reducing Internet routing efficiency.
Mobile IPv6 [29] does not require foreign agents. Hence, the
tunnel is established between the home agent and the mobile
station. Besides, mobile IPv6 permits packet forwarding from
the Internet to the mobile station without passing through the
home network, using IPv6 routing header extensions. First,
mobile stations use the IP address of the foreign network as
the source address. The home network address is listed in the
header extension and is used by Internet nodes to recognize
the roaming station with a new address. Then the new mobile
station address is used as the destination of the following
packets. It is worth mentioning that this improvement is only
possible in fully routable IPv6 networks. Because the required
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Fig. 7. Mobile IP operation: (i) station M leaves its access network and, as
a consequence of Mobile IP, it still receives the packets destined to it; (ii)
packets are forwarded by the home agent via tunneling towards the station
M at the new access network.

header extension does not exist in IPv4 packet header format,
the only possibility is the classical triangular routing if IPv4
routers are also present. Even considering the IPv6 header
extension, mobile IPv6 still has problems with roaming at high
speeds since it still involves address updates when changing
to another visited network. In addition, IPv6 has not been
fully applied in practice, requiring other alternative solutions
to maintain roaming station connections.
A more general problem has been investigated to support
an entire mobile network instead of a single station. This
is the purpose of the NEMO (NEtwork MObility) working
group [30], which aims at extending the connectivity to mobile
nodes, even if they do not have direct access to interconnecting
points. The NEMO approach is based on the Mobile IP
operation, either IPv4 or IPv6, since it also relies on an
architecture composed of home and foreign agents. NEMO
is addressed in more detail in Section V.
B. Multihoming
Multihomed stations or multihomed networks are connected
to the Internet via more than one access network and therefore
may have multiple IP addresses from disjoint address prefixes. These addresses can be obtained from different ISPs
or from the same ISP, introducing some challenges from the
routing viewpoint. Figure 8 illustrates a multihomed access
network (site multihoming) and a multihomed station (host
multihoming). Multihomed stations have network interfaces
configured with different IP addresses whereas multihomed
networks are connected to border routers providing Internet
access via different ISPs. Stations within an access network
may have private IP addresses or IP addresses from both ISPs
(ASA or ASB ). Alternatively, multihoming can also be used
to avoid address reconfiguration. In that case, the multiple
address prefixes are not assigned by the directly-connected
ISP, i.e. not provider assigned, but instead are assigned by
a Regional Internet Register (RIR). As a consequence, the
multihomed network is independent of the ISP, or provider
independent, and can undergo an ISP change without address
reconfiguration.
Current Internet status: Multihoming advantages are
many-fold: it increases communication reliability [31], [32]
because an ISP problem can be circumvented by using another
one, as soon as the configurations permit failure isolation; it
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Fig. 8. Example of a (i) multihomed access network and a (ii) multihomed
station. In multihomed access network, the different IP address ranges are
inherited from different ASes (ASA and ASB ).

allows traffic engineering, throughput maximization, and cost
reduction (e.g., more expensive ISPs are used for sensitive
traffic whereas cheaper ones are used otherwise); and it avoids
network address reconfiguration after an ISP change. Those
advantages motivate multihoming employment despite its direct impact on scalability. Because non-aggregated prefixes
must be announced to all ASes in the Internet, the premise of
hierarchical address organization is violated. Considering that
each provider has pre-established address blocks, announcing
non-aggregated prefixes leads to scalability issues with respect
to BGP table growth. In the last few years, the number of
BGP entries has exponentially increased and is still moving
up. CIDR numbers show that from January 2012 to January
2013 approximately 50,000 new active BGP entries have
shown up [33]. Therefore, providing all the advantages of
multihoming with negligible impact on Internet scalability
requires further investigation.
C. Multipath
Originally, the Internet was designed based on single-path
routing algorithms. Thus, routing protocols typically announce
a single alternative for each destination. Along the years,
multipath techniques, i.e., the use of several alternative paths
to reach destination, appeared to better use the ever richer
Internet topology.
Multipath techniques allow spreading traffic among different
paths. Main multipath advantages are: it increases the available
bandwidth, and so provides shorter delays; it increases fault
tolerance, by allowing the use of other routes when one
or more routes become unavailable; and it enables traffic
engineering and load balancing. This last advantage allows
the selection of a path according to application requirements,
e.g., paths with larger bandwidth or lower delay, and avoid
congested paths [34]. Figure 9 illustrates multipath forwarding
involving paths from node A to C. Unlike multihoming, a data
flow simultaneously uses the multiple paths for load balancing.
Figure 9 illustrates an example of totally- and partially-disjoint
paths. Although Figure 9 depicts end-to-end paths, proposals
to multipath deployment can be focused on at least three key
Internet levels: at the access, at the edge, and at the core.
Multipath forwarding is a possibility not fully exploited
in the Internet, i.e., at the edge and core levels, despite
its recognized potential [35]. Measurements show that there
is an alternative path with lower loss rate and lower delay
than the chosen one in 30 to 80% of the time [34]. Using
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Fig. 9. Partially and totally disjoint multiple paths. In the first one, the multiple
paths partially overlap; whereas in the second one, they are totally disjoint.

alternative paths could significantly improve packet forwarding
performance, but this capacity has been left behind because
multipath routing has an impact on the upper layers. For
instance, packets from one TCP connection may arrive out
of order if path diversity is used at a fine-grained packet level,
instead of at the flow level. At the access level, intradomain
routing protocols usually choose only one path to interconnect
any source-destination pair. Protocols such as OSPF and RIP
(Routing Information Protocol) maintain in their RIBs only the
next hop toward known destinations [36]. OSPF, however, is
sometimes used with variants that are able to compute multiple
paths. Even in this case, the multiple paths are not necessarily
used for simultaneous transmissions and can be maintained for
backup purposes. This characteristic is an obstacle to reliability
and flexibility, easily achieved by splitting the traffic among
the multiple paths.
Current Internet status: Although the Internet topology
provides multiple paths because of the multiple AS connections, problems concerning scalability, commercial agreements
among ISPs, and the BGP design make the deployment of
such technique a distant reality in the interdomain level [34].
Storing multiple paths to every other destination in the network
may impact scalability, and in addition, computing multiple
paths requires the execution of more complex algorithms,
further increasing the number of entries in FIBs [34]. Moreover, to become fully exploited, multiple paths must be able
to pass through networks of different ISPs which do not
necessarily have mutual agreements. Finally, although BGP
may receive multiple announces toward a destination network,
similarly to intradomain protocols, BGP was developed to
provide only one path to each Internet network prefix. Each
ISP announces to its neighbors a single active path based on
his own policies. Some vendors support storing multiple paths
in the routing table to allow load sharing, but this feature has
never been standardized and experiments observing Internet
AS-level routes toward thousands of destinations revealed that
BGP multipath is practically not used today [37]. Moreover,
if more than one path were offered by ISPs to its neighbors,
part of the traffic control could be lost because they would not
be able to anticipate how their neighbors will distribute their
traffic. This knowledge is important for ISPs to perform traffic
engineering inside their own network infrastructure.
At the upper layers, multiple paths are also appealing even
considering all the obstacles from the network layer. For
instance, TCP has a multipath version named MultiPath TCP
(MPTCP) [38], [39]. In MPTCP, the sender divides a single
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flow into multiple subflows and uses additional TCP options
for data reordering at the receiver. As the original congestion
control mechanism was designed for single-flows, MPTCP
links the congestion control mechanism to the multiple paths,
concentrating traffic on subflows traversing less congested
paths. The drawback of MPTCP is its requirement of existence of multiple paths and of the discovery of them by the
underlying routing protocol.

D. Programmable paths
One possibility to decouple Internet paths from routing
protocols and agreements of ISPs is to empower users with the
ability to configure Internet paths themselves. The best path
could be chosen according to user-level requirements, such as
quality of service parameters; or could be dynamically chosen
by intelligent agents [1]. To accomplish that, the Internet
must handle user-level metrics and the current ISPs would
have to be adapted to provide this new customized service.
This possibility, however, has to deal with the best-effort
service currently provided by IP. A programmable Internet
must support differentiated services and provide support for
users or agents to choose paths at their own will, independently
of providers’ agreements. This is not unrealistic, if we consider
that the Internet intelligence is maintained at the network edges
and there is no one better than the user to know whether an
application performance is acceptable [1].
The freedom for users to choose paths can stimulate competition and, hence, lead to a reduction on the access costs.
One question that remains unanswered regards the absence
of end-to-end quality of service in the Internet. One of the
claimed reasons for that is the lack of competition among
ISPs. In other words, because this service is not offered by
any ISP, there is no reason for anyone to apply. This scenario
will be transformed if one pioneer ISP decides to offer path
programmability. In this case, users with special requirements
would choose on demand the most appropriate path for their
application. This service could guarantee ISPs a privileged
place at the market share because they would attract users who
are waiting for such opportunity. Other ISPs would have to
take countermeasures to regain competitiveness [1]. If the first
ISPs do not show up, incentives could be offered to motivate
first initiatives.
The potential disadvantages of user or agent freedom is
the increased complexity each one must deal with. For instance, users or agents would need wide network knowledge
and, even in this case, they could lead to flaws because of
misuse or malicious behavior. Moreover, choosing paths may
require nodes maintaining multiple customized paths, further
impacting scalability. All these challenges could be tackled
if decisions were centralized and the network was limited to
a smaller number of switches or routers. Indeed, this is an
alternative for local area networks with a limited number of
forwarding elements [40], which can be controlled by a single
entity. Although it does not solve path programmability at
Internet scale because of scalability issues, it can already be
considered an evolution towards path programmability.
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Current Internet status: Currently, packets follow the path
selected by routing protocols. Intradomain routing protocols,
on the one hand, choose the best path between sourcedestination pairs based on pre-established metrics, e.g., hop
count and delay. Interdomain routing protocols, on the other
hand, choose neighboring ISPs for relaying traffic based on
policies. In this case, traffic is forwarded depending on agreements that could limit network services such as the maximum
throughput. BGP, the de-facto interdomain protocol, requires
many manual configurations from network administrators,
which is totally opposite to programmable paths at the network
edges or intelligence at the network core.
In a more limited scope, software-defined networking
(SDN) [40] is emerging as an alternative to enable programmability by decoupling the forwarding and control functions of a
network element. Different from active networks, SDN neither
radically changes the forwarding elements nor the contents of
a packet. In a software-defined network, a controller manages
the forwarding table of a switch via a programmable interface.
Hence, although switches are still responsible for packet forwarding, control decisions are taken by an external controller
regarding path programmability.
E. Router scalability
Scalability is one of the most critical challenges in the
short term for the Future Internet design, according to reports
from the Internet Architecture Board (IAB) [41]. Routers
have memory and processing limitations. Hence, the unlimited
increase on the number of entries in routing tables (FIBs)
and data bases (RIBs) may impact the performance of packet
forwarding. Each router needs a certain amount of time, which
must be as small as possible, to store a packet, check for the
best outgoing interface based on the destination address, and
forward the packet. Moreover, the control overhead produced
when the number of stations increases may become more
and more relevant compared with the available bandwidth.
Measurements from CIDR show that since the beginning of the
1990’s the number of active BGP entries in FIBs has increased
from a few hundreds to approximately 450,000 entries [33].
Other CIDR numbers show that about only 42.4% of the total
number of Internet networks use aggregated prefixes [42],
demonstrating the problem magnitude. Partial address aggregation, as well as many Internet challenges, can culminate
in longer routing tables and in more control overhead. These
side-effects are obstacles to the Internet growth considering
that address lookup and message processing can be computationally expensive for routers. Proposing new algorithms to
improve router scalability is, therefore, a major challenge to
the new Internet architecture.
Current Internet status: Scalability issues could have
lower impact if the original Internet architecture was strictly
followed. The assumption of hierarchical organization and
the consequent address aggregation aim at routing scalability [43], [44]. Nevertheless, the emerging requirements hinder address aggregation on FIBs and increase the network
control overhead. The support for multihoming requires the
association of disjoint prefixes to the same network and the
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support for multipath requires the association of more than
one path to the same destination. User mobility increases the
amount of control information exchanged to maintain a mobile
station connected and, additionally, is incompatible with the
correlation between geographical location and identification
used for FIB aggregation. At last, path programming incurs
in more routing information stored at the network edges. An
indirect effect that could also impact scalability is the use of
address spaces larger than the one provided by IPv4. The jump
from 32 to 128 bit address space with IPv6 means that an
unprecedented number of users and networks are possible in
the Internet, which can further add more routes in FIBs and
control overhead in the network.
In practice, scalability problems reflect on the routing table
size of BGP, mainly because of partial address aggregation.
Coming back to Figure 8, the edge router of ASB announces
a network prefix not aggregated with its own. The edge router
from ASC , on the other hand, halves its network prefix and
announces them disaggregated because of multihomed stations. This is often interesting for service providers because it
allows traffic engineering and facilitates differentiated services
deployment, but, in opposition, increases BGP table sizes.
IV. R ESEARCH D IRECTIONS FOR THE F UTURE
I NTERNETWORKING
In this work, we focus on the five Internet routing challenges
listed in Section III: mobility, multihoming, multipath, path
programmability, and scalability. Although the list is not
exhaustive, it brings up a number of insights regarding what
can be expected for the future Internet. This list is based on
requirements that have emerged along the first 25+ years of
Internet utilization.
A suitable classification for all proposals focused on future
internetworking issues is a challenging task. Therefore, complementary classifications or orthogonal ones can be proposed
without loss of generality. The classification can be a consequence of either a more general study or a more focused
one. In this work, we surveyed the literature seeking for
contributions that directly or indirectly tackle at least one of
the highlighted challenges. The result is organized in seven
distinct classes as follows:
• Loc/ID split
• Flat routing
• Network mobility
• Multiple paths
• Content-based routing
• Programmable paths
• Internet scalability
The first four classes are somehow a consequence of the
“ossified” structure of IP routing and addressing, which was
not designed for mobility, multihoming, and multipath routing.
The following two classes, content-based routing and programmable paths, are two approaches that can potentially disrupt the current Internet architecture. Both are concerned with
the Internet service at the users’ point of view. Nevertheless,
whereas the first one is based on users dealing with the Internet
as a black box, i.e., they are only interested in receiving
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the content requested no matter where it comes from; the
latter expands the interface between the users and the Internet,
allowing users to further interfere on routing issues. The last
class, scalability, is a requirement that has been present in any
list of Internet challenges. This section introduces the rationale
behind our classification, whereas Section V provides details
of the main proposals of each class.
A. Locator-identifier split (Loc/ID split)
One of the main proposals to incorporate mobility and
multihoming to the Internet is to decouple station topological
locator from its identifier. This is the idea of Loc/ID split
proposals, which break the overloaded semantics of the IP
address. In Loc/ID split proposals, multihoming becomes
easier because one ID can be associated to more than one
locator. Therefore, reaching the same node is possible by
using any of the correlated locators. Mobility is also simplified
by using the same approach. Connections can be established
using identifiers, instead of topology-based addresses. Hence,
changing the topological position does not lead to connection
interruptions.
Loc/ID split proposals can be further divided into three
subclasses, namely indirect forwarding, network-, and hostbased approaches. The first one uses an intermediate system
to maintain end-host’s identification and corresponding location. This system resolves node’s location or intermediates
forwarding procedures. This last possibility is also known
as triangular routing. The second approach uses a network
locator for forwarding procedures within the DFZ and an endhost identifier within a local scope at the network borders.
This kind of approach uses border routers in charge of mapping locators to identifiers. The third approach, on the other
hand, uses global end-host identifiers to establish end-to-end
communications. Host-based approaches can also use mapping
systems during connection establishment. Network- and hostbased approaches can be combined in a mixed approach using
mapping systems as well as end-to-end identifiers.
B. Flat routing
Flat routing is another possibility to circumvent the IP
address overloaded semantics. It extrapolates the concept of
Loc/ID split by ignoring the locator and performing packet
forwarding solely based on identifiers. This requires identifier uniqueness and imposes the total decoupling of node
identifier from network topology. Flat identifiers can be typically obtained using DHTs (Distributed Hash Tables), which
can uniformly distribute the workload and the functionality,
avoiding overwhelmed nodes. In peer-to-peer applications, for
instance, it is desirable to have a balanced distribution of data
throughout the network. Flat routing can then take the DHT
idea and use it for routing instead of content distribution. Once
communications are based on identifiers, and not on addresses
related to the network topology, nodes can roam without losing
connections.
Flat routing proposals must consider intra and interdomain
communications. ROFL (Routing On Flat Labels) [45], for
instance, adapts peer-to-peer protocols to the routing case: it
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uses Chord [46] in intradomain and Canon [47] in interdomain
level. Other proposals can either use DHT-based approaches,
hash-based identifiers or indirect forwarding, as will be seen
in next section. Flat routing must be investigated even considering the Internet premise of keeping structured information
of node location on packet header.
C. Network mobility
IP addressing is the main reason mobility is very difficult
in the Internet. If we consider that neither Loc/ID split nor
flat routing are practical short-term solutions, it would be
interesting to improve Mobile IP. For instance, Mobile IP
builds upon a basic architecture composed of a foreign and a
home agent, a corresponding node, and a single mobile station.
This simple architecture has quickly become a limiting factor
with the increasing popularity of wireless networking, e.g.,
mobile ad hoc networks, vehicular networks, and delay tolerant
networks. All of them require mobility support to cases where
the entire network moves and not only a single station.
Network mobility allows stations from the same network to
roam together and share the same Internet access. The goal
is to extend connectivity even to mobile nodes without direct
access to interconnecting points even after they change their
home network. Hence, in opposition to infrastructure wireless
networks, where only nodes within range of access points can
have Internet access, the entire mobile network will do. This
is the problem tackled by network mobility proposals, which
follows the NEtwork MObility (NEMO) architecture [30].
Following NEMO, other proposals aim at improving its performance, reducing the number of triangulations in packet
forwarding. Source routing, for instance, is a straightforward
solution to avoid the participation of multiple home agents in
packet forwarding.
D. Multiple paths
Although there are known algorithms to compute multiple
paths, this approach applied to the Internet, i.e., at transit
and core levels, often faces problems regarding the inertia
for changes and the huge number of complex policies. Even
though there are such obstacles, proposals for multipath routing typically rely on source routing or on overlay networking.
The first one defines the multiple paths at the source; whereas
the latter abstracts networking constraints by setting different
paths at upper layers. In both cases, ISPs can still lose part
of the network control because when using source routing the
path is chosen at the source node whereas when using overlay
networks decisions may not consider internal policies of ISPs.
The overlay possibility, however, does not require modifications to the network core. Therefore, the multiple paths can
be chosen at the overlay layer and packet forwarding can use
traditional IP routing. Tunneling is another alternative that can
create virtual links from multiple underlying physical ones.
The topology can then be changed for multipath purposes.
E. Content-based routing
Content-based routing is based on the premise that users
are now valuing the Internet for “what” content it makes
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available. The IP communication paradigm, however, is based
on “where” this content is located [48], [49], [50]. ContentBased Networking (CBN) (also referred to as Content-Centric
Networking, Data-Oriented Networking, Information-Centric
Networking, and Name-Oriented Networking) is emerging
as a new communication paradigm to achieve scalable and
efficient content distribution [48], [51], [52]. CBN aims at
finding specific data regardless of its location. Users then
can consider the Internet as a black box where they retrieve
content no matter where it comes from. To accomplish that,
the basic CBN primitive is content identification, i.e., packets
are forwarded based only on the content name and not on the
destination address [53], [54]. The main advantage is favoring
applications based on content distribution by increasing the
efficiency of content location and delivery. Dealing with user
mobility is also less complex because CBN decouples content
identification and location.
CBN routing is different from IP routing. In CBN, the
routing protocol has to acquire information about the contents
available in the network to forward requests towards potential
sources. Routing decisions are made according to content
names. Content-based routing mechanisms can be divided
into structured and non-structured mechanisms [54]. Nonstructured routing protocols for CBNs consider that there is
no dedicated infrastructure to maintain routing information
and routers are not hierarchically organized. Thus, routing
information is propagated among nodes, and paths between
content sources and users are computed similarly to the
traditional routing protocols in the current Internet [51], [48].
With structured routing protocols, on the other hand, specific
nodes are responsible for maintaining routing information.
Structured CBN protocols are based on hierarchical trees [52]
or on DHTs [55], [56], similarly to Loc/ID split proposals.
By using hierarchical trees, for example, a router maintains
information of all the contents stored by nodes below it
in the tree. Thus, the publication of a new content or the
modification of an existing one generates control messages
that are only propagated up along the tree until it reaches a
router that has the corresponding routing entry. On the other
hand, hierarchical protocols may also experience scalability
problems depending on the naming approach adopted.
F. Programmable paths
Programmable paths emerged from the need for service
differentiation in the Internet. Providing quality of service in
the Internet involves many different application requirements.
Hence, researchers believe that new services, other than the
traditional “best effort”, would require Internet add-ons for
network topology awareness as well as sophisticated methods
for new applications design. These new methods could be used
to move end-to-end functionalities to the network core [1].
For instance, monitoring the network performance and giving
support to path customization could be an alternative to change
the Internet status quo. Path customization could be supported
by introducing intelligence at the network core, which would
require knowledge acquisition and network global view. The
first requirement can be supported by software agents acting
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on the network using the available knowledge, such as the one
gathered in a Knowledge Plane [57]. These agents would be
able to take autonomous decisions about the best path for a
given application. Besides using intelligent agents, the path
choice can also be made by the user himself. To this end,
architectures empowering users to choose the path followed
by their own traffic at the AS level must be implemented,
instead of only offering them default paths without any kind
of interaction [18]. Therefore, paths must be visible to the user
as well as their main characteristics. It is worth mentioning
that path customization in the general sense means influencing
the path choice. It can be considered the same as traffic
engineering from the point of view of the network operator,
but can also mean giving the end user some level of choice in
the path his packets take in the network, not necessarily taking
traffic engineering parameters into account. Path programmability can also be achieved by employing software-defined
networking. In this paradigm, a controller node exists and has
a global view of the network. Since the network is limited to a
region, the controller can compute the path traversed by a flow
in a centralized fashion and add the corresponding entry on the
forwarding table of each switch or router in the path so as to be
followed by all packets from the same flow. The path is computed according to specific rules defined by the controller to
satisfy requirements in terms of bandwidth and delay per flow,
for example [58]. Since path programmability can be based
on the utilization of agents, users, or controllers, proposals
from this class can be further classified as agent-oriented, useroriented, or controller-oriented. Although controller-oriented
proposals can be programmed by software based on user-level
rules, we prefer to analyze them as a separate case given their
importance.
G. Internet scalability
Most of the proposals for future Internet interconnection
have an impact on the routing table size. Multiple paths require
more than one entry per destination; multihoming requires
networks to be identified by non-aggregated address ranges;
the utilization of flat identifiers, such as used in Loc/ID split
and flat routing, makes aggregation of route entries more
difficult since the address space may not be hierarchically
organized; content-based routing may also add states to routers
using its “bread crumbs” approach; and so on. Besides routing
table size, another problem that affects scalability is the
number of routing control messages sent mainly by edge ASes.
These messages are disseminated to all other ASes and the
number of them can grow with misconfigurations or malicious
actions [43], [44].
The fast growth of routing tables significantly impacts the
memory of current routers. This can cause routing table inconsistencies, and even worse, can lead to failures of network
equipment [59]. The problem of an exacerbated number of
control messages can also lead to traffic overhead and routing
table instabilities. Proposals with different levels of complexity
exist to reduce routing table sizes. Trivial approaches simply
argue that the utilization of disjoint address ranges must be
discouraged. More complex approaches can use an idea similar
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to Loc/ID split, advocating that by removing edge addresses
from the core network, we can significantly reduce routing
table sizes. Other ideas are concerned with changing the
addressing scheme to permit more aggregatable structures. In
this case, the IP address can still be used, but a mapping system
becomes required. Control messages, on the other hand, can
be controlled by using multicast transmissions. The tradeoff,
in this case, would be the higher number of states and the
higher complexity in both core and edge routers, which is
the typical multicast problem. Finally, smarter strategies for
storing routing tables were proposed. Memory can be better
organized by selecting the most appropriate entries to be
cached. This can potentially reduce routing table sizes without
losing information. All these proposals will be detailed in the
next section.
V. P ROPOSALS FOR THE F UTURE I NTERNETWORKING
This section introduces representative proposals from both
competing approaches, namely evolutionary and clean-slate.
The first are committed to deploy incremental changes to the
Internet, whereas the latter completely disrupt with the original
Internet architecture. Independent of the approach, however,
the proposals typically address more than one of the challenges
described in Section III.
A. Locator-identifier split (Loc/ID Split)
In this section, we further divide Loc/ID split proposals
into three subclasses, namely indirect forwarding, network-,
and host-based approaches. In addition, we present a mixed
proposal combining network- and host-based approaches. We
also discuss the main approaches used for mapping systems.
1) Indirect forwarding: The Internet Indirection Infrastructure (i3) [60] is one of the first Loc/ID split proposals.
The rationale behind is it to rely on an indirect addressing
scheme already used in practice in services such as mobility
and multicast, which route packets via home agents and
group addresses, respectively. The i3 then proposes an overlay
structure for indirection, providing support for services using
the same principle.
In i3, a source station sends packets to a destination
identifier, instead of to the corresponding IP address. The
destination, on the other hand, sends triggers containing its
identifier and its IP address to the i3 server structure. Hence,
the identifier-to-IP-address mapping from potential receivers is
stored in the i3 structure. Before forwarding a packet, the i3
structure replaces the destination identifier with the destination
IP address. In Figure 10(a), station B sends a trigger to the i3
server structure. Therefore, upon receiving a packet destined
to B coming from A, for instance, i3 forwards the packet to
the corresponding destination IP address (Figure 10(b)). Multihoming is supported by using the same identifier associated
to different IP addresses or to a network prefix.
Regarding mobility, connections are maintained using the
source and the destination identifiers. Nevertheless, if a mobile
node changes its access network, it has also to change its IP
address and update the i3 structure. Because the connection
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(a) Trigger emission. A destination sends
a trigger containing its identifier and IP
address to the i3 server structure.

RLOCs. This extra header is removed at the destination border
router before forwarding the packet to the final destination.
The procedure of EID-RLOC mapping and packet encapsulation is called Map & Encap. The whole operation is transparent
to access networks and avoids modifications to the Internet
structure. Figure 12(a) shows how the LISP packet header
changes along the path. If the EID-RLOC mapping for a given
destination does not exist, LISP uses the Mapping Distribution
Protocol for mapping updates.

(b) Packet forwarding: (i) upon receiving
a packet destined to B coming from A, (ii)
i3 forwards the packet to the corresponding destination IP address.

(a) Direct forwarding: (i) the packet is sent from EIDA
to RLOCA using stations’ addresses; (ii) the packet is
encapsulated to be forwarded within the DFZ; (iii) the
packet is decapsulated upon leaving the DFZ.

Fig. 10. Example of indirect packet forwarding in i3.

is established based on identifiers, it is not reset. Although
security was not originally the main focus, efforts have also
been made in this direction [61].
2) Network-based approaches: The Locator/Id Split Protocol (LISP) [31], [62], [63] focuses on Internet multihoming, also using indirect routing. Unlike i3, however, LISP
divides the address space into local, composed of Internet
edge networks; and interdomain, composed of routers in
the DFZ. Routers from edge ASes have the interfaces that
are connected to the DFZ configured with locators, called
Routing LOCators (RLOCs). Stations, on the other hand, are
assigned an identifier, called Endpoint IDentifier (EID), with a
scope limited to their access networks. As end-to-end packet
forwarding includes both EIDs and RLOCs, a mapping system
is required. Multihoming becomes easier because one EID
can be associated to more than one RLOC or even to a local
network address prefix. Figure 11 shows station EIDA using
a single locator RLOCA , whereas station EIDB uses two
locators, namely RLOCB1 and RLOCB2 , for multihoming.

Fig. 11. LISP addressing: (i) EIDA uses a single locator RLOCA , whereas
(ii) EIDB uses two locators, RLOCA and RLOCB , for multihoming.

In LISP, packets are forwarded in the DFZ using RLOCs
as if they were their source and destination addresses. Nevertheless, between stations and their respective border routers,
source and destination EIDs are used for addressing. Hence,
each packet received from the source station at its border
router has an extra header added using source and destination

(b) Map-Reply: (i) the packet is sent from EIDA to
RLOCA using stations’ addresses; (ii) the packet is
encapsulated to be forwarded within the DFZ using the
station address as the destination since RLOCA does
not know the correct mapping; (iii) a map-reply is sent
back to RLOCA for the following packets.
Fig. 12. LISP packet forwarding.

LISP assumes for packet forwarding that each source station
knows its IP address and the destination EID. Nevertheless, the
EID-RLOC mapping procedure depends on the LISP version.
In the earliest ones (v.1 and v.1.5), the EID could be routed
in the Internet and then, the source border router had to
encapsulate the packet using its RLOC and the destination
EID as the source and destination addresses, respectively. The
packet was forwarded in the DFZ until it reached a border
router able to perform the destination EID-RLOC mapping.
The corresponding EID-RLOC mapping was sent back as a
reply message to the source border router in a Map-Reply,
as shown in Figure 12(b). Newer LISP versions no longer
consider EIDs as routable in the DFZ. Therefore, a Mapping
Distribution Protocol was developed to explicitly request an
EID-RLOC mapping (Map-Request).
LISP has an emerging variant to support traffic engineering
that is also attracting much attention [64], [65]. In the typical
approach, each source border router simply tunnels the packet
toward the destination border router. Hence, all routing decisions within the DFZ are handled by the underlying routing
protocol. In LISP-TE (LISP-Traffic Engineering), in opposition, intermediate routers are chosen by the source border
router according to parameters such as path congestion, failure
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recovery capability, and multiple shared paths. To this end,
LISP-TE introduces an Explicit Locator Path (ELP) locator
encoding, which explicitly lists all the intermediate routers.
Each one of these routers, called Reencapsulating Tunnel
Routers (RTRs), receives a packet and reencapsulates it before
sending to the next RTR along the path. These multiple Map &
Encap procedures allow defining a complete path from source
to destination. Another improvement regards security, which ,
as well as in i3, has been investigated for LISP [62].
The Identifier-Locator Network Protocol (ILNP) [66]
splits the IP address into Identifier and Locator. The first is
used as a node identity, employed by TCP for connection
establishment and also for pseudo-header calculation. The
Locator, a network IP address, is used for routing purposes
at the network layer. Because the Identifier-Locator mapping
is required, the DNS is used for name resolution. As a consequence, it must be aware of all Identifier-Locator mapping in
the network.
ILNP is concerned with backward compatibility and, although it defines a new protocol, it does not change packet
header formats. Considering its IPv6 implementation, it redesigns the address field, assigning 64 bits for the Identifier
and 64 bits for the Locator. In IPv4, the implementation is
more complex because of header constraints. Therefore, Identifiers are carried in additional option headers. Independent
if using IPv4 pr IPv6, unicast routing can proceed without
modifications using the Locator for packet forwarding. Upon
reaching the destination network, a cache is used to find the
corresponding node. It is worth mentioning that the DNS
can be dynamically updated, which is important for mobility
and also for provider-independent addresses. Similar to LISP,
multihoming can be set by assigning multiple locators to the
same identifier. In addition, identifiers can also be encrypted
for privacy reasons.
3) Host-based approaches: The Host Identity Protocol
(HIP) [67], [68] formally proposes a new architecture for
Loc/ID split using the concepts of identity, an abstraction to
identify the node; and identifier, a binary sequence used in the
identification process. For example, the identity is a station
name whereas the identifier is its public cryptographic key.
Although any kind of identifier could be used, stations are
authenticated using a cryptographic key. Figure 13 shows the
current Internet architecture, in which the IP address embodies
the dual identifier and locator roles, and the HIP architecture.
Note that the same figure could not be directly applied to LISP
because there is not an end-to-end identity space.

(a) Address in today’s Internet.

(b) Address in HIP.

Fig. 13. Different addressing architectures.

Instead of an unformatted identifier, HIP uses the hash of
the identifier to make addressing independent of cryptographic
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algorithms and to use a fixed identifier size. The hash output
is called the Host Identity Tag (HIT), which must be globally
unique. As HIP is concerned with security from design, a
communication starts with authentication and key exchange
procedures, using the Base Exchange Protocol (BEX). The
authentication involves the exchange of cryptographic challenges, which are updated whenever a cryptographic key
expires or one of the stations roams. The transport layer
establishes end-to-end connections using the source and destination HITs, provided by the identification layer. Therefore,
the identification layer replaces the HIT by the corresponding
IP address before sending the packet to the Internet. At
the source, this procedure is straightforward but requires a
name resolution system to resolve the destination HIT. After
obtaining the destination IP address, the communication starts.
If the destination roams, the roaming station must inform the
other communicating peer about its new IP address and must
update the name resolution system.
HIP defines a static rendezvous server to register mobile
stations HITs and their current IP addresses. Once registered,
the mobile station records its rendezvous server IP address
in its DNS entry. Hence, when a source station requests the
IP address of the mobile station, it obtains from the DNS
the IP address of the rendezvous server where the mobile
station is registered. With this IP address, the source station
starts the authentication and key exchange procedure using
the rendezvous server as the destination. Upon finding the
corresponding HIT-IP address mapping, the server forwards
the first packet received to the corresponding mobile station,
which responds directly to the source. The communication
continues without the rendezvous intermediation, which only
comes again into scene if a station changes its IP address.
Figure 14 illustrates the operation of the rendezvous server.
In Figure 14(a), the source station A sends the first packet to
the mobile station B using the IP address of the rendezvous
server R as destination. The rendezvous server then forwards
the packet to the mobile station, which responds directly to
A, as seen in Figure 14(b). Although HIP and LISP do not
forward packets in the same fashion, HIP can also provide
multihoming support because a single HIT can be mapped
into multiple IP addresses [69].
Shim6 [32] focuses on providing fault tolerance to multihomed stations in IPv6 domains. Shim6 provides resilient
communications in case of locator failures by setting up a
state at the end-points for later recovery. Thus, similar to
HIP, Shim6 assigns a special name to identifiers, called Upper
Layer IDentifiers (ULIDs), and uses the IPv6 address as
locator. Unlike previous proposals, the IPv6 address is also
used as ULID, not requiring another name space. If a locator
changes as a consequence of mobility or a communication
failure, the ULID remains invariant whereas a new locator is
chosen. As connections are based on ULIDs, locator changes
do not result in failures. Renewing locators takes into account
available addresses from the multihoming options, which
are previously agreed before communication starts between
source and destination. Moreover, Shim6 can use hash-based
addresses to avoid address spoofing [32].
Currently, a variant of LISP to support node mobility
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(a) Rendezvous server forwarding: (i) the source
station A sends the first packet to the mobile station
B using the IP address of the rendezvous server
R as destination; (ii) the rendezvous server R then
forwards the packet to the mobile station B.

(b) Direct forwarding: the response
for the first packet and all following
packets are directly exchanged between source A and destination B.
Fig. 14. Packet forwarding in HIP.

is under standardization. LISP Mobile Node (LISP-MN)
performs EID-RLOC mapping at the mobile nodes and not
at their respective border routers [70]. As a consequence, a
roaming node is in charge of updating its EID-RLOC mapping
and must update Map-Servers about its new locator. This
makes LISP to behave as a host-based approach instead of
a network based. LISP-MN maintains established connections
because mobile nodes inform their peers about new RLOCs.
A drawback is the signaling issues raised to verify whether the
mobile node is behind a Network Address Translation (NAT)
box.
4) Mixed approach: The Global Locator, Local Locator,
and Identifier Split (GLI-Split) [71] framework divides the
IP address into an identifier and two independent locators: one
to be used within the DFZ and another to be used within a local
scope at the network borders. In previous proposals, assuming
that each border network receives a set of identifiers with local
scope, a roaming user would have to change its identifier when
moving to another network. This shortcoming would lead to
a connection disruption since end-to-end identifiers are used
instead of IP addresses. To circumvent such limitation, GLISplit adds of a new locator level to yield identifier maintenance
even if a node changes to another network. The second locator
level is used at the network border to locate a node instead of
the identifier.
Similarly to other Loc/ID Split proposals, a communication is handled based on end-to-end identifiers. Therefore, a
mapping system is also required to locate the nodes by using
an address with topological meaning. The utilization of the
two locator levels implies, as a consequence, the use of two
mapping system levels: one to resolve the identifier to a DFZ
locator and another to resolve the identifier to a network border
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locator. The DFZ mapping system of GLI-Split is similar to
the one used by LISP, whereas the network border mapping
system is in charge of only resolving identifiers to locators
at the network borders. Note that, at the one hand, identifiers
are used to establish end-to-end connections, configuring a
host-based approach. At the other hand, a mapping system is
still required to deal with the two-locator levels, configuring
a network-based approach. This combined configuration gives
room to a mixed approach.
GLI-Split supports traffic engineering by selecting the most
suitable gateway to the Internet. The multiple gateways can be
connected to different ISPs providing differentiated services,
chosen accordingly to application requirements or the type of
traffic. The multiple gateways can also be used to support
multipath forwarding, although it does not mean that GLISplit neither supports simultaneous transmissions, nor totally
disjoint paths.
5) Mapping systems: Untying identifier from locator requires a mapping system because the Internet still needs
topological-based addresses for routing. Therefore, similarly
to DNS, which associates names to IP addresses, the Loc/ID
split requires a mapping system to associate identifiers to
locators [72], [73], [74]. Mapping systems may use PUSH
or PULL strategies. In the first one, central elements are in
charge of the mapping system, proactively updating border
routers [75]. In the second strategy, requests are sent whenever
a border router cannot map an identifier into its locator. In
this case, a request is sent to central elements, operating in a
DNS or a DHT fashion [73], [74], [76]. Hybrid strategies are
also possible such as LISP-ALT [77]. In these systems, some
central routers exchange information using the PUSH strategy
whereas responses to border routers use the PULL strategy.
FIRMS aims at improving the mapping system scalability
assuming that a set of EIDs is assigned to a provider via prefix
blocks [78]. As a consequence, this provider can participate of
the mapping system by resolving its own EIDs. Each provider
then sends pointers to its own mapping base to a global entity,
which consolidates the same information from all providers
before sending a copy to them. Hence, whenever a border
router is willing to resolve an EID, it can indirectly look up
the EID-RLOC mapping at the mapping base of the prefix
owner.
B. Flat routing
In this section, we present ROFL [45], a pioneer work on
flat routing for the Internet. Following, we present other flat
routing proposals.
1) Routing On Flat Labels (ROFL): It uses labels based
on DHTs to identify nodes [45] and uses DHT-based protocols
in intradomain (Chord [46]) and in interdomain (Canon [47]).
Similarly to Chord, ROFL defines a circular identifier space
where every node has a successor and a predecessor in its
intradomain network. Nevertheless, ROFL considers nodes
within a local access network, named guest nodes, connected
via an interconnection router, called host router. Host routers
store the complete path from them to the successors and
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predecessors host routers of their guest nodes. Equivalently,
routers hosting successors and predecessors also store the
complete path in the reverse direction. This path is defined as
a hop-by-hop sequence of physical router identifiers, used by
source routing. Figure 15(a) illustrates a node N with identifier
IDN hosted by router HN , the successor of N (SucN ) with
identifier IDS hosted by HS , and the predecessor of N
(P redN ) with identifier IDP hosted by HP . Note that the
paths stored for node N start and finish in hosting routers. The
paths for the successor and predecessor node are, respectively,
hHN , R1 , R2 , HS i and hHN , HP i.
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using routers that share common links. In the last phase, each
AS defines pointers to neighboring routers in other ASes to
decrease the number of hops. A given node in an AS can be
globally reachable if its host router maintains predecessors and
successors for its guest nodes in each AS directly connected,
as seen in Figure 16(a). Similarly to the intradomain case, in
interdomain, ROFL also uses source routing at the AS level.

(a) ROFL successor nodes.

(b) ROFL hierarchy.

Fig. 16. Interdomain operation of ROFL.
(a) Successor and predecessor nodes.

(b) Hop-by-hop packet forwarding from
source N to destination D goes through
routers hosting all the required successor
nodes in the path.
Fig. 15. Intradomain operation of ROFL.

Besides caching pointers to paths connecting their guests
to their successors and predecessors, host routers also store
pointers to paths that use them as intermediate routers. The
first has precedence over the second because the cache has
limited size, although the second type of pointers can greatly
impact on forwarding performance reducing route stretch.
Before forwarding a packet, the host router compares the
destination identifier to the identifiers on its table to choose
the one nearest to the destination as next hop. Figure 15(b)
shows a hop-by-hop packet forwarding from source N to
destination D, which goes through routers hosting all the
required successor nodes in the path, i.e. HS and HD .
Because ROFL considers AS-level policies in interdomain
routing, it models the network as a tree topology, where
each circular identifier space (an AS) is a vertex, and the
edges are the links connecting them. Communications among
different ASes are possible after unifying the vertices, which
is a three-phase procedure. First, each AS discovers the other
immediate upper-level AS with whom it has agreements.
Second, similar to Canon, the different ASes recursively unify
to the ASes at the same level or below it in the AS tree

Packet forwarding in ROFL follows an isolation property.
Communication between nodes within the same AS does not
use pointers to nodes out of it. Similarly, a communication
between nodes in different ASes results in packet forwarding
through the shortest path in the tree. Hence, the path composed
between two ASes must go through the first ascendent AS
in common. As observed in Figure 16(b), if N8 wants to
communicate with N20 , it will do it without using external
pointers. Nevertheless, if N8 wants to communicate with N16 ,
N8 has to use its host router to find the successor of N8 in
AS11 . Equivalently, a communication between N8 and N14
uses the uppermost AS, demonstrating that even though it uses
a flat identification space, scalability and ASes organization are
still open issues. The scalability issue with ROFL is related
to the amount of pointers stored to other nodes, the control
overhead to establish a circular identification space, the latency
to join the network, and the failure recovery procedure.
Multipath, path customization, and security are other service
requirements supported by ROFL. The first two are handled
by end-user negotiation when beginning a session. The destination can append to its response the set of ASes that will be
used in the new session. Security, on the other hand, can be
implemented by controlling the pointers built to the node and
certifying that a given identity is from who it claims to be.
2) Other proposals: The Virtual Ring Routing
(VRR) [79] is another protocol that uses a flat identification
space, but limits the routing scope to a multihop wireless
network [80], [81]. VRR reduces the scalability problem
because it deals with fewer nodes than it would find in the
Internet. VRR operation is similar to intradomain ROFL,
however, each node N maintains a path table to the m closest
consecutive neighbors in the circular identification space, half
located in clockwise direction and half in counterclockwise
direction. Figure 17(a) shows an example where N8 has 4
neighbors, i.e., m = 4. Unlike in ROFL, VRR nodes store
consecutive successors and predecessors in their FIBs, and
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also use physical information to establish neighborhood.
Because VRR was developed for wireless networking,
avoiding neighbors connected through low quality links is a
desirable feature.

(a) Neighbors in the circular
identification space of VRR.

(b) AIP forwarding.
Fig. 17. Other flat routing protocols.

The Accountable Internet Protocol (AIP) [82] is another
proposal that avoids the use of prefixes and classless interdomain addresses. To this end, it returns to the original
address structure of the Internet that concatenates network and
station identifiers. This structure has two hierarchical levels,
one for routers and another for stations. Unlike ROFL and
VRR, which use only one level, in AIP, routers are organized
in Accountability Domains (ADs) and stations are identified
by Endpoint IDentifiers (EIDs). These two levels increase
scalability, but do not completely decouple node identifier
from topology locator. One challenge faced by AIP in today’s
Internet is the correlation between an AS and an accountability
domain. ASes identifiers and their announced address prefixes
originate from different name spaces. In AIP, the identifier
of the accountability domain is used in both cases instead,
preventing the best prefix match procedure.
The AIP address structure is a concatenation of the public
key hash of the domain identifier (AD) hosting the node
and the hash of the station public key. TCP connections are
then established using node identifiers, allowing mobility. The
single requirement is to guarantee identifier uniqueness, which
is obtained by concatenating part of the station MAC address
with the node identifier. Packet forwarding in AIP is done
using source routing at the domain level because of the nonhierarchical organization of domains. Figure 17(b) shows the
header of a packet from EID1 to EID5 , which includes the
source node and its domain identifier, the destination node
and its domain identifier, and all the other domains between
source and destination in both direct and reverse directions. If
an administrator is willing to use multiple paths, he can split
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an AD into multiple AD-interface combinations and announce
them with different routes.
The Distributed Compact Routing (Disco) [83], unlike
previous protocols, claims that scalable routing on flat names
is feasible and the number of bits per network node in
routing tables can be logarithmically upper-bounded, instead
of linearly lower-bounded as in traditional routing protocols
for an increasing number of nodes. In addition, Disco is also
concerned with path length. Authors argue that by using DHTs
(e.g., as in ROFL and VRR), the forwarding procedure may
incur in longer paths even if the destination is physically
close to the source. To avoid that, Disco assumes that each
source knows the address of the destination and also assumes
the presence of special nodes called landmarks, which are
randomly selected based on local decision. These nodes play
an essential role since all other nodes know the shortest path
to them.
Nodes obtain the notion of vicinity and landmarks based
on a standard path-vector routing protocol. Thus, each node
stores shortest path information about a given number of
closest neighbors and about all network landmarks. Because
the node address is a combination of the identifier of the
closest landmark and the labels of all nodes within the shortest
path between them, the address is used for routing. Therefore,
unless the destination is within the source node vicinity or
is one of the landmarks, the path chosen goes through the
closest landmark. Obtaining information of such landmark is
straightforward because Disco assumes that all nodes know the
destination address. Out of it, they can extract the identifier of
the closest landmark to the destination, which is the solely
information missing for packet forwarding since the path
toward any landmark is already known.
C. Network mobility
In this section, we describe NEMO [30] and its enhancements.
1) NEtwork MObility (NEMO): In this architecture [30],
each network selects one mobile station to operate as a Mobile
Router (MR) to provide backhaul access to other stations.
Figure 18(a) shows the infrastructure mode, where only nodes
directly connected to an access point can have Internet access,
whereas Figure 18(b) shows the NEMO basic operation, where
mobile node A plays the role of a network MR, providing
backhaul access to station B.
NEMO is subject of an IETF working group [84]. Its
basic architecture concentrates into the MR all the operations
executed by stations running legacy Mobile IP. Updates, such
as a new IP address (CoA) obtained from a foreign network
and the consequent tunnel establishment, become transparent
to all other mobile nodes. In the NEMO architecture, a MR
also sends update messages to its home agent, which associates
the MR IP address in the foreign network (CoA) to a network
prefix, unlike Mobile IP. Thus, all packets destined to one of
the mobile network nodes are encapsulated and tunneled by
the home agent to the MR. The MR decapsulates the packets
received and forwards them to the destination within the
mobile network. In addition, the MR forwards all the packets
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home agent (Figure 20).

(a) Classic Mobile IP mode: nodes out of the
range of the access point cannot have network
access.

Fig. 20. Nested NEMO problem. Mobile networks have Internet access via
nested mobile routers: (i) the corresponding node sends a packet to a station
within mobile network B; (ii) the home agent HB of the mobile router MB
encapsulates the packet, as well as (iii) the home agent HA of the mobile
router MA ; (iv) the packet starts getting decapsulated upon arriving at the
mobile routers.
(b) Network mobility: nodes can access the
Internet even out of the range of the access
point via an intermediate wireless node.
Fig. 18. Connectivity in mobile wireless networks.

originated in its mobile network to its home agent, or sends
these packets directly to the Internet if the foreign network
does not perform egress filtering. Figure 19 illustrates the path
followed by packets from corresponding node C to mobile
node N using NEMO. The first protocol implementation
following the NEMO architecture was called NEMO Basic
Support Protocol (NEMO BS), which is preferably used over
IPv6 because of its routing header extension [85]. NEMO
BS still has to deal with challenges regarding security. For
instance, the source address of a tunneled packet must be
checked by the MR and by its home agent to certify its
authenticity.

Fig. 19. NEMO packet forwarding: (i) the corresponding node C sends a
packet to the mobile station N using the IP address of N in its home network;
(ii) the home agent H encapsulates the packet and sends it to the network
visited by N ; (iii) the mobile router M receives the packet and, similarly to
a foreign agent, decapsulates the packet and sends it to N .

As already mentioned, if a mobile network node wants to
communicate to an Internet node, packets may be first sent to
the home agent. The home agent then forwards those packets
to the Internet, making routing inefficient. This problem is
more severe if we consider that a single MR can have associated to it several mobile networks. Fundamentally, coexistent
mobile networks are possible and, as a consequence, a MR can
use another one from a different mobile network to reach the
Internet. In this case, NEMO is known as Nested NEMO [86]
and the communications can be very inefficient considering
that all traffic from a mobile router must be first sent to its

2) NEMO enhancements: NEMO+ [86] proposes three
protocols to enhance communications. The Tree Discovery
(TD) protocol assists MRs to choose, in their neighborhood,
the MR that has the best path to the Internet. TD uses the
IPv6 neighboring discovery to obtain complete paths used
by other nodes to reach the Internet. These paths are obtained through ICMPv6 messages and are represented as tree
branches starting at the Internet gateway (root) and finishing at
the MRs (leafs). Upon receiving such announcements, the MR
chooses the best tree branch available. The Network In Node
Advertisement (NINA) protocol announces to the MRs located
near an interconnection point, the prefixes of the subnetworks
associated to each MR. These announcements allow communications between mobile nodes from different networks without
the participation of home agents, but connected to the same
tree. Figure 21 shows the path taken by packets from node B
in the mobile network B to node A in the mobile network A.
The solid and the dotted lines show the path with and without
NINA, respectively. The last protocol, called Reverse Routing
Header (RRH), improves packet forwarding to the Internet by
always using the last MR IP address as the source address
of all packets. The previous source IP address is stored in
a list in the packet header, which contains the IP addresses
of all previous MRs that have forwarded the packet. As the
source IP address received by the interconnection point is the
IP address of the last MR, the packet is only forwarded to the
home agent of this last router before being sent to the Internet.
The list of all IP addresses of the MRs is added by the home
agent in the reverse direction, when it receives the packet from
the Internet. Hence, the packet is forwarded to the originating
mobile node.
Light-NEMO+ [87] uses an idea similar to RRH. In LightNEMO+, the top level MR stores an identification (called
cookie) of the originating node CoA and forwards the packet
to its corresponding node in the Internet. The corresponding
node sends back the same cookie, which allows the top level
MR to map the communication without using source routing.
The MAnet NEMO (MANEMO) [88] protocol aims at
guaranteeing that an ad hoc mobile node will always be
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Fig. 21. Impact of NINA utilization: (i) packets are sent without passing
through mobile routers’ home agents; (ii) inefficient path passing through
mobile routers’ home agents.

reachable from the Internet. The MR running the MANEMO
protocol has one network interface configured according to
the foreign network and another configured according to the
ad hoc network it belongs to. The latter interface runs an ad
hoc routing protocol, e.g., OLSR [89], configured to announce
itself as an Internet gateway. The Unified MANEMO Architecture (UMA) [30] proposes the unification of all NEMO
protocols to guarantee interoperability. UMA also defines how
the different mobile nodes must connect to the Internet, either
via direct access to interconnection points or other mobile
networks, and how tunnels between different home agents
must be established.
Since NEMO BS, security includes authentication of MRs
before binding them to a network prefix. Security can be
further enhanced by using IPSec. In addition, NEMO can
deal with multihoming, assigning to a single MR multiple
home agents. Nevertheless, security and multihoming are
considered fragile and cumbersome because of the broadcast
nature of the wireless medium and all the overhead involved.
Therefore, proposals to unify NEMO to HIP are emerging to
improve security and also mobility and multihoming [90]. As
mentioned before, HIP uses authentication procedures before
establishing connections, which is a step ahead toward secure
communications. Other proposals also tackle these issues
by providing mechanisms to maintain sessions even after a
network roams (e.g., SeNEMO [91]).
D. Multiple paths
This section presents proposals for multipath routing based
on source routing, overlay, and tunneling approaches. We focus
on transit and core level proposals, although we also present
multipath forwarding at the access network level when the
proposal also handles this case.
1) Source routing: The BANANAS framework [92] uses
source routing for multipath forwarding, assigning an identifier
called PathID to each path. A PathID is composed by the
hash of all vertices and link identifiers in a path between any
pair of nodes. The vertices identifiers, e.g., IP addresses, as
well as the link and AS identifiers are globally known and
so is the PathID. The concept of “globally known” depends
on the scope: for intradomain, it means knowing vertices and
links identifiers; whereas for interdomain, it means knowing
AS identifiers. In the intradomain case, the global knowledge
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is obtained by link-state routing protocols; whereas in the
interdomain, it is obtained by BGP path vectors. To avoid
collisions among PathIDs, each one is extended by a tuple
composed of the destination IP address and the hash result.
PathIDs are added to all forwarded packets.
BANANAS is incrementally deployable. To this end, routing
computation is performed only considering the routers running
BANANAS. In intradomain, the source router sends packets
through multiple paths, as depicted in Figure 22(a), which
also shows the forwarding table of router B. Packets carry
the PathID computed by hash functions, denoted by h(.) in
the figure, according to the path followed. An intermediate
router uses the tuple destination address prefix, input PathID,
outgoing interface, and output PathID for packet forwarding,
instead of the tuple destination address prefix, next hop, and
outgoing interface. The input PathID is a hash of all router
identifiers from the current router to the destination whereas
the output PathID is the hash of all identifiers from the next
hop router to the destination. Upon receiving a packet, a router
looks up the corresponding entry in its FIB based on the
destination prefix address and input PathID. Before forwarding
the packet, the router replaces the packet PathID with the
output PathID, procedure repeated by every BANANAS router
in the path. Every router executes an algorithm to compute
multiple paths since the framework was proposed with this
goal. Even the intermediate routers must know all possible
paths from itself to all the possible destinations in the network
to forward packets according to the path chosen at the source.
The side-effect is the number of routing entries stored, which
leads to scalability issues, but these problems are tackled by
the use of coding techniques to compact information [92].
The interdomain routing is an abstraction of the intradomain
version but using ASes. The role played by the ingress and
egress AS border routers are equivalent to the incoming and
outgoing router interfaces in the intradomain. An e-PathID is
added to packets, where AS numbers are used as identifiers.
An AS ingress border router examines the destination address
prefix of the received packets and forwards them to the
corresponding egress border router. Thus, the IP address of
the egress border router is used as the packet destination
address and the original one is stored in a stack, where the IP
address of the egress border router is at the top. The egress
border router pops its address from the stack and changes
the destination address to the original one. The ingress border
router in the next AS repeats the same procedure and so on.
The PathID used inside each AS depends on the intradomain
path chosen. On the other hand, the utilization of multiple
interdomain paths must deal with issues related to AS-level
agreements. Figure 22(b) illustrates multiple interdomain paths
between sources in AS1 and destinations in AS8 . Routers A
and B represent ingress and egress border routers, respectively,
of AS4 concerning the flow in Path 1. Thus, a packet following
Path 1 uses the address of router B as destination IP address
after being forwarded by router A.
Path splicing is another possibility to use alternative paths
that builds multiple shortest-path trees from the source to
all other network destinations [93]. To find different trees,
controlled link weight perturbations are added to slightly
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(a) Intradomain routing. The sequence
of routers is chosen at the source and
is followed by each intermediate router
using the PathID.

(b) Interdomain routing.
Fig. 22. Packet forwarding in BANANAS. Sequence of ASes is chosen at
the source and is followed according to the e-PathID.

change the network topology. From each modified topology
a new tree maximizing the disjunction of paths to the same
destination is computed, without considerably affecting path
length. Whenever the shortest-path algorithm is run, a new
FIB is built. In the end, considering n computed FIBs, each
destination becomes reachable by n different entries. Each
tree is named a slice, and if an intermediate router decides
to change the slice followed by a packet, it splices the path
with another slice. An intermediate router can decide then
whether the packet will be forwarded through the same slice.
Alternatively, the packet can carry on its header a sequence of
bits (splice bits) to determine the slices followed hop-by-hop.
These bits are used to index the corresponding FIB containing
the chosen next hop. Because these bits are selected at the
source, the user can influence routing decisions. If a router
does not recognize the splice bits, it can send the packet
using a default route. Path splicing can be used for intra
and interdomain routing. The difference is where a splice
takes place, if it is at the router or AS level. Considering the
intradomain case, Figure 23 illustrates two slices computed by
router A. Slices 1 and 2 are represented by two different dotted
lines. Upon receiving a packet from A to F , node B looks up
the next hop at the different FIBs. Node B then switches the
path followed by the packet from Slice 1 to 2, as shown by
the solid arrow. Path splicing improves failure recovery at the
cost of adding more states per router.
Slick packets are used by a stateless protocol that relies
on source routing to improve failure recovery without adding
states per routers [94]. These packets avoid large packet
headers and strict path definition which come along with
source routing. Slick packets add to the packet header an
encoded directed acyclic graph (forwarding subgraph) toward
the required destination. The encoded subgraph avoids large
packet headers and, upon receiving a packet, an intermediate
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Fig. 23. Intradomain path splicing from Slice 1 to 2 at node B. The two
different dotted lines show the two slices.

router can choose the next hop among its neighbors according
to the received forwarding subgraph, further avoiding strict
routing. A preferential path can be established at the source,
but one of the alternative paths can be chosen on the fly, if
needed. Hence, if a failure occurs, it is neither needed to go
back to the source node nor to store additional paths into the
network. Based on the forwarding subgraph, an intermediate
router can locally take a countermeasure to circumvent a link
failure, increasing network responsiveness.
2) Overlay networking and tunneling: The Resilient
Overlay Network (RON) [95] architecture, initially proposed
for failure recovery, can also be used for multipath forwarding.
Nevertheless, one of its main drawbacks is the reduction of the
control by the transit ASes over the chosen paths, which is also
a side-effect of source routing.
The Multipath Interdomain ROuting (MIRO) [96] protocol neither uses overlay networking nor source routing.
MIRO is based on negotiation between neighboring ASes for
multipath utilization, improving forwarding performance and
security, if a next hop AS is not performing as expected.
MIRO assumes that although multiple paths likely exist, each
AS only announces the most convenient path because of
adopted policies, protocol implementation, and scalability.
Nevertheless, MIRO argues that a given AS may ask for
multiple paths, as long as it is interested in. Hence, scalability
issues can be controlled and the implementation throughout the
Internet can be incremental. An AS not using MIRO simply
does not respond to alternative path requests. Figure 24 shows
the negotiation between routers A and B for alternative paths.
Router A belongs to AS2 and does not want to forward its
traffic through the default path announced by AS4 , which is
through AS6 . AS4 offers an alternative path through AS5 ,
which is accepted by AS2 . ASes can send requests to more
than one neighbor to obtain other alternative paths or they can
proactively announce a known alternative path, if it suits a
received request.
In MIRO, the paths discovered by regular BGP are still used
and the packets sent through alternative paths are tunneled [96]
between neighboring ASes to guarantee the utilization of
the alternative path. The tunnel identifier is sent by the AS
closest to the destination to the AS closest to the source
after the negotiation procedure. Figure 24 shows a tunnel
established between routers A and B to forward packets
through the alternative path. The tunnel ID is used to identify
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Fig. 24. MIRO operation: (i) negotiation to discover alternative paths; (ii)
alternative path utilization.

the alternative path via AS5 .
MIRO uses a multihop approach, since it selects or avoids
specific intermediate routers or paths. Such selections, as well
as the utilization of other techniques, can be individually set
without taking into account their impact on other ISPs. The
unilaterally decision of all ISPs can destructively contribute to
the overall performance. Therefore, coordinated efforts are important to allow ISPs to explicitly exchange information about
their routing decisions. Hence, upon negotiation, they can
agree on better choices toward overall performance gains [97],
[98].
Tunneling procedures can also be used to forward packets
via deflection points [99], [34], which are routers to whom the
path is deviated. Figure 24 shows router C being used as a
deflection point (conventional BGP path goes through router B
in AS4 ). In this case, however, the tunnel would be established
until router C. After the deflection point, the traffic follows the
conventional BGP path assuming there is no other alternative.
Deflection points can also be used in overlay networks. In
extreme cases, a user station in another AS could participate
of the routing and this station can be the deflection point.
The user participation impacts network scalability but avoids
network modifications. The deflection point can be chosen by
the source node, but independently of the situation, the tunnel
end-point must be aware of the ongoing procedure to forward
the traffic to the real final destination. Although MIRO uses
tunneling procedures and can involve end users as deflection
points, running the protocol at the AS-level is an attempt
to guarantee scalability at the cost of fine-grained topology
visibility.
E. Content-based routing
In this section, we describe two different subclasses of CBN
architectures, namely structured and non-structured [100].
1) Structured architecture: The Data-Oriented Network
Architecture (DONA) employs flat naming and hierarchical
routing [52]. DONA employs flat and self-certifying names
generated by a principal. This entity is associated with publicprivate key pairs, which are used to identify contents. Names
are formed by a pair P : L, where P is the hash of the
principal’s public key and L is a label randomly chosen by
the principal, which ensures name uniqueness in its domain.
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A principal P acts as a content publisher and administrator
because only nodes authorized by P are able to provide access
to contents named as P : L.
Upon requesting content P : L, users receive the corresponding data, public key P , label L, metadata, and a
signature of the requested content [53]. Upon receiving this
information, they can verify the authenticity of the publisher
by checking if the hash of the public key sent is P and also
that P was used to sign the content received. Thus, DONA
provides content authentication by protecting the content and
not the connections over which the content is sent. DONA also
assumes that users are able to find names by using external
mechanisms, such as search engines.
The main disadvantage of flat naming is the lack of name
aggregation, which may compromise scalability. To avoid this
problem, DONA employs a hierarchical tree algorithm that
reduces the amount of information routers have to maintain
and also reduces the control overhead. In DONA, routers are
referred to as Register Handlers (RHs), which are organized in
different hierarchical levels called tiers, as shown in Figure 25.
The root node is placed in Tier-1 and RHs in the same level are
called peers. RHs have explicit routes to peers and thus a RH
is able to forward content requests to nodes in the same level
directly. On the other hand, if a RH does not know a route to a
given content, it forwards the request to its immediate upperlevel node in the tree. Thus, RHs do not have to maintain a
complete view of the network topology. A RH only maintains
routing information about its descendants.

Fig. 25. An example of the hierarchical tree used by DONA (Adapted
from [52]).

Routing in DONA is based on FIND and REGISTER
messages. Users send FIND(P : L) messages to the local RH
to find a given P : L content. The local RH then forwards
these messages to nearby peers that maintain a copy of the
requested content. If there is no peer that has a copy, the
local RH forwards the content request to the RH above it
in the tree. REGISTER(P:L) messages are sent by nodes that
have copies of a content and thus these messages establish the
state needed by RHs to efficiently forward FIND messages.
Figure 25 shows the registration state, represented by solid
arrows, in RHs after copies have registered themselves. In this
example, the dashed arrow represents the route traversed by
the FIND message sent by the user from the local RH to a
nearby RH that maintains a copy of the content.
DONA also introduces caching mechanisms in RHs to
increase content availability and QoS experienced by users. On
the other hand, as mentioned, DONA uses non-aggregatable
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identifiers that results in one entry per content in routing tables,
which may compromise routing scalability. DONA can be
incrementally deployed over the current IP layer, considering
the present addressing and routing mechanisms [52]. FIND
messages, for example, are inserted as a shim layer between
IP and transport headers. These messages resolve names and
also initiate the transport exchange. For that matter, transport
protocols should bind to names instead of addresses without
complex changes. DONA does not require modifications of
the IP infrastructure to exchange messages after a FIND has
been received, because these messages are not handled by
RHs. Messages are forwarded to the destination based on the
current IP routing and forwarding mechanisms. Multihoming
and mobility support are also natively provided. A multihomed
node can send FIND messages to more than one local RH and
thus multiple paths are defined to receive the content. Mobility
support is assured by the content register protocol that is
based on REGISTER and UNREGISTER messages. Before
the location changes, a publisher sends an UNREGISTER
message to its current local RH. In the new location, the
publisher only has to send a REGISTER message to its local
RH to make the content available. All FIND messages can be
then forwarded to the new location.
The Network of Information (NetInf) [55] is another CBN
architecture that employs flat naming and structured routing
based on DHTs. Similarly to DONA, NetInf considers names
composed by the concatenation of the hash of the content
owner’s public key, P , and a label chosen by the owner L.
NetInf also proposes to store a digital signature in metadata to allow content integrity verification. In addition, owner
authenticity and identification is determined from public key
chaining information stored in meta-data.
NetInf employs a hierarchical name resolution service called
Multi-level Distributed Hash Table (MDHT) [101] to improve
the scalability of existing name resolution systems. With
MDHT, contents are retrieved based on a two-step process
similarly to other name resolution systems. First, in the resolution phase, name is resolved into a list of locators that
indicates copies of the desired content. In the next step, called
content forwarding phase, a set of locators is selected from the
list according to network conditions, for example. After that,
the content is sent by one or multiple sources to the requester,
which allows multipath communications.
The resolution phase is the core of the MDHT system.
To store name-locator bindings, MDHT employs multiple
interconnected DHTs (called DHT areas), which represent a
network on a different topological level. Basically, three levels
are considered: the AS, the Point of Presence (POP), and the
Access Node (AN). These levels are arranged to reflect the
underlying network topology. For example, in the AN level,
nodes work similarly to a local DNS server, receiving name
requests directly from clients.
In NetInf, routing and forwarding requests are also organized in different levels. On the first one, intra-area forwarding
is performed by using the DHT algorithm adopted in the area.
In the second level, inter-area forwarding is performed through
MDHT nodes in both levels. The authors argue that the nested
hierarchical approach simplifies the deployment of the MDHT
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system because it can be implemented in small networks and,
after that, be interconnected to build a larger system.
There are also additional proposals for specific scenarios
relying on the structured architecture. For instance, SeDAX
(Secure Data-centric Application eXtension platform for smart
grid applications) [102] employs content-based routing to satisfy scalability and security requirements of smart grids [103].
2) Non-structured architecture: The Content-Centric
Networking (CCN) employs hierarchical naming and nonstructured routing to provide content distribution [48]. The
main characteristic of CCN is to divide content in chunks that
are uniquely identified and individually requested.
The CCN naming approach provides names that have hierarchical semantics and can be aggregated. In addition, CCN
aims at using names partially meaningful to humans. For that,
each name is a set of components that indicate content location
and properties, and is also represented as an URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) for convenience. Each component is formed
by an arbitrary number of octets, leading names to have
variable length. Figure 26 shows the human-readable representation and the binary encoding of a given content name. Components are separated by slashes and, in this case, represent
the publisher name, the organizational content name, version,
and chunk numbers. Figure 27 shows the name tree derived
from the example illustrated in Figure 26. In this example, a
user requesting the most recent version of the content indicates
the interest in “/school.edu/networks/class1.avi
RightmostChild”. Thus, the first chunk of the most recent
version of the content is retrieved, as indicated in the figure.
The following chunks can be explicitly requested (s1, s2, and
s3) or by using the LeftmostRightSibling annotation. Names in
CCN, however, are not highly persistent because if the content
publisher changes, the content name must also be changed.

(a) Human readable.

(b) Binary encoding.
Fig. 26. An example of content name.

CCN routing employs only two packets: interest and data.
Users request contents by broadcasting interests over the Internet. Any node storing data that satisfies an interest received
can respond by sending a data packet. This packet is sent to the
requesting node over the reverse path traversed by the interest.
This path is defined based on “bread crumbs” left behind by
interests on their way toward sources on intermediate nodes.
Thus, only interest packets are routed in CCN. Both interest
and data packets have a field that carries the content name,
which is used to verify if a data packet satisfies a given interest.
A CCN router works similarly to an IP router. For each
incoming packet, a best prefix match lookup is performed on
its content name and, based on the result, an action is done.
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Fig. 27. An example of name tree.

Figure 28 illustrates CCN routers, which are composed of the
FIB, the Content Store (CS), and the Pending Interest Table
(PIT).
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leave “bread crumbs” (i.e., PIT entries) on routers as these
packets are forwarded to sources. Routers are then able to
forward back data packets to the clients. During the reverse
forwarding, a router only admits a data packet if it has a
valid entry for the content that the packet carries in its PIT.
Otherwise, this data packet is discarded.
As routing in CCN is not based on the location of users,
multihoming is also supported. In addition, multipath is an intrinsic characteristic of CCN because interests are sent through
multiple interfaces and data chunks can be simultaneously
received from multiple sources. Scalability is a shortcoming of
content-based routing, which is already tackled by aggregating
names in CCN. Some studies argue that current routers are
able to implement in-network caching at CDN scale [104].
Nevertheless, authors claim that content-based routing can use
legacy protocols and can also execute on top of IP layer. This
possibilities permit the architecture to be considered incrementally deployable [48]. In contrast to DONA, CCN does
not use self-certifying names. Nevertheless, it authenticates
the association between names and content by signing each
data packet and also allows the encryption of private content.
Non-structured architectures are also employed in specific
scenarios. For example, CRoWN (Content-centRic frameWork
for vehicular ad-hoc Networks) considers content-based routing as an alternative to provide efficient communication in
vehicular networks [105].
F. Programmable paths

Fig. 28. The CCN router model (Adapted from [48]).

The CCN FIB is used to perform interest forwarding toward
potential sources of the desired data but, rather than IP FIB,
it defines a list of outgoing interfaces for each prefix. This
is needed because CCN allows multiple sources per data and
thus nodes must be able to send queries to all of them. The
Content Store (CS), on the other hand, is similar to the buffer
of an IP router but it must be able to maintain states about
the arriving data packets as long as possible. Each packet in
CCN is potentially useful to many users that are interested in
the same content. Hence, unlike an IP router that discards
a packet as soon as it is forwarded, CS employs different
replacement policies such as Least Recently Used (LRU) and
Least Frequently Used (LFU). Finally, PIT keeps track of each
interest packet forwarded to content sources by registering its
input interface. When an interest packet arrives to a router, it
first verifies if there is already an entry for the name carried
by this packet in the CS. If there is, the corresponding data
packet is sent through the input interface of the interest packet.
Otherwise, the router verifies if there is already an entry
for this interest packet in PIT. In affirmative case, the input
interface of the interest packet is added to the list of interfaces
that are also waiting for this content and the interest packet is
dropped. If there is no entry in the PIT, the interest packet is
forwarded based on FIB rules and a new PIT entry is created
with the input interface of this packet. Thus, interest packets

In this section, we subdivide the approaches into agent, user-, and controller-oriented proposals. Although the first
one does not have any representative candidate to the best
of our knowledge, the basic concept is introduced. Userand controller-oriented proposals, in opposition, have been
addressed in the literature. Because all proposals may require
in-network measurements, we also dedicate a section to this
topic.
1) Agent-oriented approach: These proposals are in opposite direction to the end-to-end Internet principle. The
characteristic of intelligence at the edges, on the one hand,
increases network simplicity and flexibility [1]. On the other
hand, it complicates fault diagnosis and demands much manual
configuration. This last consequence reduces network performance because it possibly results in misconfigurations and
in higher delays for network recovery. Although intelligent
network agents reduce human intervention, their employment
must not harm one of the main Internet pillars which is core
simplicity [57]. Therefore, there is a clear tradeoff, which
must be balanced. The main role of the Internet agents is to
improve the network autonomy, making it more independent
of manual configurations. Autonomous networking, on the
other hand, uses techniques for context recognition to perform
tasks faster. These techniques require a high-level view of the
network goals and the knowledge of their limitations to making
decisions. Finally, agents must report their performance to
users and network administrators with high level interfaces.
The knowledge of the current traffic status and of the users’
requirements also permits agents to make decisions at the
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routing layer. Such decisions are not necessarily governed by
deterministic algorithms because the environment is highly
dynamic, prone to conflicts of interests, and full of uncertainties. It is important to keep a database that builds, reconciles,
and maintains the many aspects of the Internet behavior in a
high-level view. This database can be stored in a plane called
the Knowledge Plane as defined by Clark et al. [57]. The
Knowledge Plane must be able to provide information such as
the best configuration parameters given a certain scenario to
other network elements. In the routing case, the Knowledge
Plane is capable of changing or establishing paths according
to application requirements. One challenge is to estimate how
much information the Knowledge Plane must maintain and
how broad the network view must be. Especially in routing,
designing a Knowledge Plane with Internet global view is not
feasible given the amount of information needed. Then, this
plane must maintain the most useful information in a given
circumstance and must use scalable distributed techniques to
filter observations according to users’ interests.
2) User-oriented approach: The New Internet Routing
Architecture (NIRA) [106], [107] is a user-oriented proposal
that aims at stimulating ISP competition. NIRA proposes
empowering users with the opportunity to choose paths at the
AS level. Hence, the competition among ISPs can culminate in
lower Internet access fees as well as stimulating novel addedvalue services. Among them, one could think of a network
service to support end-to-end quality of service. The simplest
manner for users to define the path traversed by their packets
is by using source routing. NIRA uses a scheme that does not
explicitly insert the path into packet headers to avoid enlarging
their sizes. In NIRA, the address of a station is a concatenation
of its identifier with all ASes identifiers along the way to the
Internet core. The part of the address identifying the ASes
must be a concatenation of all domain prefixes in the path
toward the core. Figure 29 assumes there is only one domain
between the access network and the Internet core. In addition,
let the identifier of the core network to be also 1.1 (1.1.0.0/16),
the identifier of the intermediate domain to be 1 (1.1.1.0/24),
and the identifier of station A to be 1. Hence, the concatenation
of all identifiers becomes 1.1.1.1, which is the address of
station A. As a consequence, in an end-to-end communication,
packet source and destination addresses are enough to identify
the whole path. Only core ASes need to run a routing protocol
to forward the received packets. In Figure 29, the routing
protocol selects the best path to be followed by packets from
router RA to RB , for example. Because the number of ASes
in the core is small compared with the number of ASes in the
entire Internet, this protocol does not face scalability issues.
Although we use 32-bit addresses in the example of Figure 29,
NIRA does not define a fixed address format since this does
not affect its operation.
NIRA packet forwarding is based on both source and destination addresses and also depends on users’ choices for route
discovery. The first feature contrasts to IP forwarding, which
is solely based on destination addresses. The second feature,
however, is supported by using two path discovery protocols:
the Topology Information Propagation Protocol (TIPP) and the
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Fig. 29. NIRA addressing structure.

Name-to-Route Resolution Service (NRRS). The first protocol
sends users information regarding the path from the user
station to the core AS, taking into account possible AS agreements. In Figure 29, station A could choose between the IP
address 1.1.1.1 and 1.1.2.1. The NRRS protocol, on the other
hand, defines a name resolution service to provide stations
the address of the destination. Hence, station A discovers the
address of station B, 1.1.3.1 (Figure 29). The source and the
destination addresses are cached to avoid consecutive searches.
Pathlet Routing [108] is another user-oriented proposal, in
which ISPs announce incomplete paths (Pathlets) which can
be concatenated by users. This procedure results in end-to-end
paths, each one defined as a sequence of virtual nodes. Such
nodes can be associated to all routes known by all network
routers, or in the simplest case, to only the routes known by
a single router. The path of a packet is defined in the source
packet header, where each Pathlet is identified by a Forwarding
IDentifier (FID) with scope limited to the Pathlet source virtual
node. Once the route is established at the source, subsequent
routers only change the sequence of identifiers. Figure 30
illustrates these modifications. Each dotted arrow represents
a Pathlet and the rectangles below each router represent the
Pathlet identifiers within the header of the packet in that router.
The packet is originated at router A and destined to router
E. Note that at each hop the traversed Pathlets are removed
from the header (e.g., between routers A and B) and new
Pathlets are inserted in the packet header if a traversed Pathlet
is composed of multiple hops (e.g., between B and C since
Pathlet 2 is composed of Pathlets 7 and 1).

Fig. 30. Pathlet Routing.

In Pathlet Routing, a given node disseminates the Pathlets it
knows, considering its own polices. Pathlets are disseminated
such as BGP path vectors, which whenever received by users,
allow them to choose their paths. In Figure 30, the path
from router A requires five IP addresses, including source
and destination, whereas the utilization of Pathlet requires at
most two identifiers (FIDs). Pathlet Routing can also emulate
MIRO [96] by accommodating two pathlets in a single route
of a packet.
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An important question is how to encourage ISPs to provide
users the power to choose paths. The current Internet model is
based on commercial agreements between providers where the
end user has no influence. Changing the model, however, must
be attractive also for ISPs because it comprises agreements
between users and access providers, or between users and
a subset of ISPs that could offer connectivity up to the
Internet core. In the first option, providers directly connected
to users make agreements with neighbors to offer different path
possibilities depending on users’ choices. In the second option,
users have the possibility to choose all ASes in the path, which
offers them more freedom. Nevertheless, scalability problems
arise as each service provider may follow specific policies with
the different neighbors.
3) Controller-oriented approach: The OpenFlow protocol [40] enables software-defined networking by providing a
programming interface for switches. A controller configures
the forwarding elements, which are called OpenFlow switches,
to define the networking actions for a given set of packets. An
OpenFlow switch is composed of a flow table and a secure
channel, as illustrated in Figure 31. The secure channel is used
for communications between controller and switches. Thus,
the controller can manage a switch by sending messages to
either modify its flow table or to acquire network statistics
and equipment information. The flow table is a set of entries,
where each entry is defined by a number of header fields and
a set of associated actions and counters. Whenever a packet
arrives at a given switch, it is compared against a set of flow
entries. If there is a match, the actions defined for that entry are
performed on this packet. Otherwise, the packet is forwarded
to the controller through the secure channel to have the set
of actions defined. Basically, the controller defines a path
for the packet and adds the corresponding flow entry in all
the switches along that path. OpenFlow provides methods to
automatically compute paths based on bandwidth and delay
requirements, for example. The following packets of the same
flow, considering a flow as a sequence of packets matching
the same flow entry, will no longer need to be forwarded to
the controller.
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vendor equipment. On the other hand, the controller must deal
with traffic from all flows and can become a single point of
failure.
4) Data acquisition: An obstacle for agent- and useroriented proposals is how to obtain information from the
network. From the current network status, agents and users
take their decisions. For instance, VoIP applications have
end-to-end delay restrictions, which is a metric difficult to
measure since it requires clock synchronization between endhosts. Besides metric acquisition, another challenge is how to
consolidate information and to precisely represent the current
network status for decision makers. In controller-oriented
proposals, on the other hand, it is easier to acquire and
consolidate information because the controller performs both
tasks in a centralized fashion.
The Complexity Oblivious Network Management (CONMan) [109] architecture proposes an interface to simplify
information acquisition. The authors argue that a major challenge for network management is that protocols and devices have many implementation details, which makes data
acquisition more complex. The CONMan architecture proposes an interface providing minimum protocol- and devicespecific information required to simplify data acquisition and
to improve the network performance from a more effective
management. CONMan provides information regarding the
physical medium, the switching between different media,
packet filtering, performance, and security (data integrity,
authenticity, and confidentiality).
NetQuery [110], unlike CONMan, provides information
regarding ISPs performance relying on trusted hardware for
device-specific information. In addition, it relies on auditbased credentials for network information provided by trusted
third parties. NetQuery is an implementation of a Knowledge
Plane to assist autonomic decisions by network entities, such
as ISPs and users. To avoid global view, each ISP maintains
servers to manage their own information. The different ISPs
are federated and can obtain information from others, once
they are allowed to do so. The sort of information available,
if any, depends on the amount of trust one ISP has on another.
G. Internet scalability
First, we describe proposals focused on networking strategies to improve scalability. Afterwards, we present proposals
to enhance scalability by better organizing routing tables.
Finally, we present one proposal to speedup FIB searches
based on hardware optimization.

Fig. 31. An OpenFlow network: the controller manages flow tables over the
secure channel.

Clearly, there is a tradeoff between simple management
and scalability with OpenFlow. One node, the controller, has
to program paths for all flows in a centralized fashion and
has to set these paths on all switches. In this case, on the
one hand, path programmability does not depend on specific

1) Networking proposals: A trivial proposal investigated
to reduce scalability problems is to discourage the use of
disjoint address ranges. This is done following two basic
approaches: access networks can no longer use providerindependent address ranges and cannot split an address range
received from one of its ISPs [44], [111]. In this proposal,
multihomed stations must use IP addresses from the ISPs directly connected. This constraint allows each ISP to announce
aggregated prefix addresses.
The Globally Routable Address (GRA) and Globally
Deliverable Address (GDA) is a more flexible proposal that
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separates the address space into two types [43], [44]. GRAs
are composed of the addresses from DFZ routing tables, which
are only reachable within the DFZ. In opposition, GDAs are
Internet edge network addresses, which must be unique and
reachable anywhere. Nevertheless, GDAs must not be stored
in DFZ tables and, as a consequence, the absence of these
addresses in DFZ routers reduces the number of entries and the
number of prefixes announced by BGP. The basic assumption
is that eliminating edge network prefixes from interdomain
routing reduces routing table sizes and the number of updates
by up to one order of magnitude [43]. Because the number
of ISPs has been stable compared with the number of access
networks [43], tables containing GRAs are not expected to
significantly increase in the short-term. GDAs, on the other
hand, are assigned to access networks, and must be unique
to guarantee correct delivery. As ISPs are only aware of
GRA addresses, a mapping service between the two address
types is needed. Such mapping is done by ISPs edge routers
connected to the access networks in charge of discovering the
corresponding destination address of a received packet. An
example of the mapping and encapsulating procedures [44]
is depicted in Figure 32. In this figure, packets originated
in station A and destined to B are tunneled from RA to
RB . Figure 32 also shows the address space division. Note
that the routers inside the GRA space do not need to know
the mapping and encapsulating mechanisms. This permits the
same configuration in use today, but with fewer entries in
routing tables.

Fig. 32. Packet forwarding using Globally Deliverable Address (GDA) and
Globally Reachable Address (GRA) spaces: (i) packets are sent using GDA;
(ii) these packets are encapsulated upon entering in the DFZ using GRAs;
(iii) upon leaving the DFZ, packets are decapsulated to be delivered to the
correct destination.

Using GDAs allows each ISP to improve address aggregation. Moreover, each access network can use providerindependent addresses, as seen in Figure 32, simplifying
multihoming as well as network address prefix changes. Each
change, however, must be known by the edge routers in charge
of the mapping service so as to maintain correctness. The
mapping information updates may raise scalability issues because they are disseminated throughout the DFZ. In addition,
GDA/GRA uses the same basic principle of LISP, therefore,
authors claim that GDA/GRA can also be adapted to deal with
mobility.
A Practical Tunneling (APT) [112] architecture is a hybrid
solution that proposes that the mapping information must be
spread into the DFZ. Nevertheless, in each network in DFZ,
only a limited number of specialized network devices re-
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ceive such information. These devices, called Default Mappers
(DMs), store complete tables with all mapping information
whereas edge routers cache only the most recent mapping
requests. If there is a match for a packet, the edge router
encapsulates the packet and proceeds with the regular forwarding operation. Otherwise, it forwards the packet to a
DM, which handles the packet as if it was a map request
and sends back the response to the edge router. At the same
time, the DM encapsulates and forwards the packet on behalf
of the requesting router to speed up the communication. This
hybrid strategy reduces table sizes in edge routers and does not
overload DMs by forwarding many packets. Note that a single
edge prefix can be mapped into multiple egress transit routers,
providing multihoming support. In addition, control messages
are encrypted to avoid traffic divert, which would be possible
if a malicious entity changes the information therein.
The Six/One Router [113] protocol maps the addresses
of stations in different access networks taking into account
backward compatibility. The address mapping is done at
the edge router of the source station access network, which
replaces the packet source address with a DFZ valid IP
address. Similarly, the source edge router performs an address
resolution procedure to map the packet destination address
into a DFZ address. This biunivocal relationship imposes each
station’s address in an access network to be mapped into a
unique DFZ address from its corresponding ISP. The router
running the Six/One Router protocol also inserts an extension
into the packet header to identify source and destination
addresses in their respective access networks. Thus, when an
edge router in the destination access network receives a packet,
it maps the source and destination addresses into the original
ones before sending the packet to the correct destination.
Figure 33 illustrates the operation of the Six/One Router
protocol involving a legacy network. Station A has its address
mapped into an address of its ISP. Nevertheless, the address
of destination B is maintained because its access network
does not perform address separation. Figure 33 also shows
the packet header extension inserted by router RA . Note that
whereas station A access network can use an address outside
its provider (ISPA ) range, station B must use an address from
its provider (ISPB ) range. In the reverse direction, if station
B originates a packet, the destination address would be the
address of the destination in the DFZ (RA ). Relying on the
biunivocal relationship, A is the only station associated to RA
address. Even though Six/One Router does not directly tackle
security issues, it assumes that the mapping resolution system
is secure.
The Hierarchical Architecture for Internet Routing
(HAIR) [114] is another proposal to reduce the number of
entries in DFZ routing tables. Different from two-level address
separation proposals, HAIR divides the different ASes in
more hierarchical levels with core Internet transit ASes at
the top and access networks at the bottom. HAIR also uses
Loc/ID split techniques to support mobile stations. Packet
forwarding is then based on source and destination identifiers,
which are mapped into addresses by the source station before
sending the packet. The source address encodes the identifiers
of all edge routers traversed by the packet from source to
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Fig. 33. Six/One Router operation in case of a legacy access network: (i)
station A sends a packet destined to station B; (ii) station A has its address
mapped into an address of its ISP, whereas station is maintained because its
access network does not perform address separation; (iii) packet from A is
delivered to B, which is responsible for decapsulating the packet.

the top level. Similarly, the destination address encodes edge
router identifiers from the top level to the destination. The
source station knows the destination identifier and, on demand,
uses a resolving service to receive the corresponding address.
Figure 34 shows the source and destination addresses used.
Note that the source address is encoded by a function f having
as an input the identifiers of station A, of the first edge router
at the hierarchical level just above (RA ), and of the core
edge router (RCA ). The ASes hierarchical division and the
utilization of source routing limit each router view to its own
hierarchical level, reducing the number of routing entries in
the DFZ.

Fig. 34. HAIR operation.

BGP announces reachability messages using network IP
prefixes for identification. Nevertheless, the path to a given
network is expressed as a sequence of autonomous system
numbers (ASNs). This combination introduces a scalability
problem because the number of prefixes is much larger then
the number of ASes. As a consequence, works to improve
Internet scalability are also investigating the possibility of
using ASNs in the interdomain routing tables instead of IP
prefixes. Shue and Gupta propose the utilization of ASNs
for routing announcements and for packet forwarding [115].
Besides reducing the DFZ routing tables, it also permits addresses with fixed sizes, which speed up the lookup procedure.
Shue and Gupta, in addition, use names to identify end-hosts
instead of IP addresses. Hence, a user willing to communicate
to a given node resolves the destination name and receives
back the corresponding destination ASN. Upon arriving at the
destination ASN, the name is used for forwarding purposes. It
is worth mentioning that locators are not used, and therefore,
Shue and Gupta work could also be considered an alternative
Loc/ID split proposal.
The Less-Is-More Architecture (LIMA) [116] architecture
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also uses ASNs for routing. In this case, however, the IP
address of individual stations is dismembered into the provider
AS number, the provider-local AS stub, and the stub-local
intradomain address. Using the provider ASN, LIMA avoids
provider-independent addresses and multihomed stubs, reducing the number of interdomain routing entries. LIMA also does
not inject reachability information from stubs into the DFZ so
as to further reduce the routing table sizes. LIMA considers
security issues by using dynamic assignment of intradomain
addresses without end-host correlation. Mobility is also taken
into account as in mobile IP. To this end, LIMA assumes that
only a small fraction of nodes leaves the home network and,
therefore, can be handled by mobile-IP-like proposals.
The Recursive InterNetwork Architecture (RINA) [117],
[118], [119] builds upon the principle that applications communicate through inter-process communication (IPC) facilities.
For an application to communicate through the distributed IPC
facility, it only needs to know the name of the destination
application and to use the IPC interface to request communication. The scope and functions provided by the different IPC
facilities may vary given the different type of network and
performance goals. Moreover, an IPC layer may recursively
request services from other IPC layers. The idea of recursively
use multiple inter-process communication services creates a
multilayer structure repeated until an IPC facility can fit well
the physical medium, e.g., wired or wireless medium. As a
consequence, from a top-down approach, the recursive layers
become more adapted for a finer-grained task in a more limited
scope or region.
The premise that applications are named and that only
application names are needed for them to communicate provide interesting properties to RINA. First, as addresses are
not needed, they can be locally assigned by the IPC facility.
Therefore, by default, private addresses are used inside an IPC
facility, by default. Therefore, scalability problems related to
global routing tables do not exist. This means also that global
announcements are reduced, avoiding control overhead, and
can reduce the address space to accommodate a fewer number
of identifiers. In addition, applications need to authenticate to
access a distributed IPC facility in RINA, naturally leading to a
secure architecture. In RINA, from the application viewpoint,
mobility is a special case of multihoming: an application name
does not change when it moves, instead, links fail and reconnect. In summary, different IPC facilities can be used to tackle
many future Internet issues such as scalability, multihoming,
mobility, and security. Although RINA is fundamentally a
clean-slate approach, it permits a soft transition. Among other
possibilities, RINA can coexist with the current TCP/IP in a
more limited scope, e.g., in a subnetwork, such as a layer 2.5
protocol.
2) Routing table organization: The Virtual Aggregation
(ViAggre) [120], [121] distributes the complete intradomain
routing table among ISP routers. ViAggre divides the address
space into a set of virtual prefixes assuming that each one is
larger than the real aggregated prefixes maintained by each
router. For instance, the entire address space known by an
ISP can be divided into 128 virtual /7 prefixes (0.0.0.0/7 to
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254.0.0.0/7), where each virtual prefix corresponds to a set of
real ones. These virtual prefixes do not necessarily correspond
to the network topology, but must include all real possible
prefixes to guarantee a completely connected network. The
virtual networks generated from the virtual prefixes compose
a topology with aggregated addresses and, therefore, is more
scalable. To create a virtual network, each ISP chooses some
routers to be part of it. These routers maintain routes to
all prefixes inside the virtual network and are then called
aggregation points. In addition, they can aggregate more than
one virtual prefix and must store routes only to the prefixes
within its virtual network.
Li et al. extrapolate single-path forwarding with multiple
selectable next hops to reduce FIBs’ sizes [122]. Therefore,
instead of searching for entries with numerically aggregatable
prefixes and with identical next hop as a condition for aggregation, they propose searching for numerically aggregatable
prefixes with a set of selectable next hops with non-empty
intersection. As seen in Figure 35(a), according to standard
single-path forwarding, station A can only aggregate its FIB
entry (1.0.0.0/9, RB ) with (1.128.0.0/10, RB ), but not with
(1.192.0.0/10, RC ) because the last entry does not have the
same next hop. Nevertheless, it is possible to reach the same
destination using both RB and RC as the next hop, if the
multiple egress routers are considered. Thus, building FIB
prefixes with a set of selectable next hops would lead to more
aggregatable entries as soon as the intersection between these
sets is non empty. For example, in Figure 35(b), the entries
(1.0.0.0/9, RB ), (1.128.0.0/10, {RB , RC }), and (1.192.0.0/10,
{RB , RC }) can now be aggregated because RB is an intersection among the selectable next hop sets.
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3) Hardware management: Kim et al. [59] cache a routing
table only with often used routes. Other routes are stored in a
slower memory and looked up only if there is a cache miss. If a
packet is received by the router and the route is not available in
cache, the router will immediately forward the packet through
a default route and update its cache based on the information
within its slower memory. The router used as the next hop
of the default route is especially designed to know paths to
all possible destinations in the network. Besides using cache,
Kim et al. also propose the use of uniform-length prefixes.
By analyzing real data, authors conclude that /24 prefixes are
the highest granularity not filtered by providers for the sake
of security. A consequence of the best prefix match strategy,
using too specific prefixes can lead to prefix hijacking because
of misconfiguration or malicious actions. On the other hand,
combining different prefix sizes with cached routes can lead
to cache-hiding problems. For example, prefixes with shorter
lengths, e.g. /16, can be further divided into entries with longer
prefixes using different output interfaces. The entry 10.1.0.0/16
can have eth0 as its output interface, whereas the entry
10.1.1.0/24 can have eth1. If a packet destined to 10.1.2.1
is received, the entry with the longest prefix for this address,
i.e., 10.1.0.0/16, would be in the cache and the packet would
be forwarded through eth0. If right after, another packet
destined to 10.1.1.1 is received, this packet would also be
forwarded through eth0, instead of through eth1, which
would be the best option. Kim et al. propose the division of the
address space into /24 networks since this prefix predominates
in their experimental results. Hence, using only /24 networks
can reduce FIB sizes at the same time it can avoid introducing
neither security nor cache-hiding problems.
VI. S UMMARY

(a) Typical FIB aggregation.

(b) Next-hop Selectable FIB aggregation.
Fig. 35. Different FIB aggregation approaches.

Table I summarizes main protocols surveyed in this work,
highlighting their more prominent characteristics. We aim at
demonstrating that, on the one hand, a given protocol typically
does not handle a single requirement for the future Internet
interconnection. On the other hand, up to now, there is no
single proposal that handles all of them. This is an evidence
of the problem complexity, which is intriguing researchers and
is motivating the proposal of many design architectures for
the future Internet [123], [124], [19], [125], [126]. The main
observation is the contrast between the several emerging new
application-layer protocols and medium access technologies
against the “ossified” IP. This results in the so-called Internet
hourglass shape, where the waist is mainly at the network
layer, followed by the transport layer [127]. A notable example
is the approximately 15 years of IPv4 to IPv6 transition, which
has not been concluded yet.
It is worth mentioning that our classification for future interconnection proposals is not exhaustive. For instance, security
is not directly addressed in this survey as one of the requirements for the future Internet, but it is clear from the proposals
listed herein that it is indeed a great concern [128]. Note
in Table I that, besides security, scalability and incremental
deployment are essential. Scalability is always contemplated
by at least one protocol of each proposal class and incremental
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deployment is only not contemplated by flat routing protocols
given its intrinsic complexity for real implementations in the
current Internet. These three requirements are fundamental for
the future Internet, which must be secure and, at the same time,
capable to evolve.
We observe in Table I that some classes address a quite
similar set of requirements. Loc/ID split, flat routing, and
network mobility, for instance, typically tackle both mobility
and multihoming at the same time (except VRR), even though
they are conceptually different. We can also note that the more
radical proposals for the future Internet, i.e., flat routing and
programmable paths, cannot be incrementally deployable, as
expected. In addition, content-based routing does not provide
path customization, as it hides internal information from users.
As a final observation, since multihoming is pointed out as
one of the great villains of Internet scalability, several Internet
scalability proposals handle this requirement.
VII. C ONCLUSION
This survey has presented evolutionary as well as disruptive proposals for Future Internet network interconnection.
Proposals have shown more concern with incremental deployment although they still imply network changes. This is
because clean-slate proposals have to face the huge obstacle of
drastically changing the Internet with minimal or no service
disruption. This limitation always brings up concerns about
soft transition periods, which can also be seen as an evolution.
The lesson learned is that the problem is complex and maybe
it will not be possible to embrace all emerging requirements.
Requirements such as mobility may still be handled apart even
in the upcoming Future Internet. Therefore, developing a new
architecture economically feasible and, at the same time, with
the same characteristics responsible for the Internet to become
one of the greatest successes of the 20th century is a great
challenge. Moreover, improving Internet capacity to evolve in
a scalable fashion so as to handle all the possible upcoming
requirements is a hot research topic for the next years and will
still lead to great interest from the networking community.
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S UMMARY OF THE SURVEYED PROPOSALS FOR FUTURE INTERNETWORKING .
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